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1962, freedom Is a one-way street. The chIldren in the public schools are free not to
pray. but they are not free to pray even It
they want to. This really ls freedom from
religion, and not freedom of religion.
Once again we have seen a cruel distortion
of the Constitution. Any obJective student of
American history cannot deny the clear and
simple purpose of the First Amendment. The
writers of this part of the Constitution did
not want a state church. Our Founding
Fathers did not want any church-whether
it be Presbyterian, Methodist, Episcopalian,
Catholic, Baptist, or any other denomination-to be maintained by tax funds. That
was it. There is no evidence that any of the
Founding Fathers had any idea of driving a
belief in God out of our National life. They
just did not want a tax-supported church.
The history of the Constitution clearly
shows that the drafters intended no hostility toward religion. The excesses of the
church in old' Virginia. prompted political
hostility and thus the First Amendment was
drafted to put an end' to tax-supported
churches. There was no intention to create a
society acceptable only to unbelievers.
One wonders where the godless minority
will strike next in our country. Shall we be
forced to do away with chaplains in our
armed forces and the chapels in our military
academies? Shall we no longer hear schooi
children lift their voices in the inspiring
song, "God Bless America"? Pray tell what is
next?
Dean Erwin Griswold of the Harvard Law
School has stated it well: "In a country
which has a great tradition of tolerance, is
it not important that minorities, who have
benefited so greatly from that tolerance,
should be tolerant, too, as long as they are
not compelled to take affirmative action
themselves. and nothing is done which they
cannot wait out, or pass respectfully by,
without their own personal participation, if
they do not want to give it?"
Our system of government which emphasizes the freedom of the individual, is connected with religious faith. It would be a
sad day in the history of our country if it
should cease to be so. But there is fear this
day that we are drifting ever closer to a time
when all of the religious traditions of our
country will be destroyed.
It shall be tragic indeed for our beloved
America if her people turn to God only in
times of great danger as suggested by the
little card posted in one school which reads,
"In case of atomic attack the Pederal rule
against praying in this school will be temporarily suspended."

CONCLUSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further morning business? If not, mornbusiness is terminated.
INTERFERENCE WITH CIVIL RIGHTS
Mr. HART. Mr. President. I ask unanimous consent that the unfinished business be laid before the Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will state the bill by title.
The ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A
bill (H.R. 2516) to prescribe penalties
for certain acts of violence or intimidation, and for other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. the Senate will proceed to the
consideration of the unfinished business.
The Senate resumed consideration of
the bill.
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I do not
intend to detain the Senate for any
great length of time on the pending mat-
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tel', but I have been concerned for several years with the general subject matter of law enforcement, the attitude of a
great number of people about observance
of the law. the attitude and sentiment
that has crept in gradually. a feeling
described as civil disobedience, the actual preaching by a number of people
in high, responsible .positions, even in
church life, of civil disobedience being
justified lli1der some conditions.
My growing concern with respect to
law enforcement and the attitude toward
obedience of the law throughout the
country is based partly upon my experience as a practicing lawyer for a good
number of years. Part of that time I
was a district attorney and dealt with a
great number of serious cases. as well as
minor ones. I was also privileged to be a
tlial judge for some 10 years.
I really wanted to get together what
might be called a specially prepared
speech on this subject. I am going to
discuss part of it briefly today, even
though the speech is not complete.
Mr. President, my basic belief is that
the matter of law enforcement is not one
of just added criminal laws of any kind.
The lack of criminal laws is not where
the trouble lies. I think the basic need
is to restore to the minds and hearts of
the people of this country a wholesome
respect for law and order, a demand for
law and order, rather than tolerating
organized resistance or violation of the
law. minor or major.
I think there must be generated again
in the communities of this great Nation.
down at the community level, a wholesome atmosphere for obedience of the
law. Also we must emphasize again. rather than talk all the time about rights
for this and rights for that. the basic
need for responsibility and duty that lie
at the very threshold of citizenship and
the very threshold of the training of our
youth-any youth-for a position in society. Those ideas have not been altogetller abandoned, but they certainly
have been neglected.
I am certainly not critical of the home
and the school, but I do not see in the
home and the school anywhere the good.
solid. stern training that I think is necessary for the good of our youth during
their formative years. the ;right attitude
toward those duties and responsibilities,
and the feeling of how dependent they
are on respect for law, and how dependent all of us are on discipline and selfcontrol in the first place, discipline of
mind and body, and the need for discipline in society.
I thinl~ we have wandered off somewhere on the idea that all the trouble
is \vith the police department; that all
the trouble is with the Congress for failing to pass laws or appropriate money;
that all the trouble is somewhere else.
Then these people go out and organize
and get the sympathy of some wellmeaning people. and before we know it,
there is a movement. All of these matters
have culminated in the wrong emphasis
with reference to obedience of the law
and law and order.
I think that I speak with all due deference to the court. I do not wish to attack the court as an institution-never.
And I have no attack to make on any individual member of the court.
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But as a practicing lawyer of considerable experience, having dealt in the problems of public life for a lOIig time, there
is no doubt in my mind that this series
of cases. begiIming with the Mallory case
about 10 years ago. and coming on down
to the present. to which there have been
many very respectable dissents. has only
served to handcuff the law-enforcement
officials, partiCUlarly with respect to the
admissibility of evidence.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield at that point?
Mr. STENNIS. I am happy to yield to
the Senator from Georgia. He is a very
competent man in this field,with vast
experience, not only as a lawyer, but as
chief executive of his State.
Mr. TALMADGE. I appreciate the
generosity of my distinguished friend
from Mississippi.
Did the Senator from Mississippi see
the article in the Washington newspapers
that I saw last week. reporting that a
confessed murderer had been discharged
by a court here in the District of Columbia. under the so-called Mallory rule, because he allegedly had been held for a
certain period of time before they had
arraigned him?
Mr. STENNIS. Yes. As a matter of fact.
I have that article here in my hand. since
the Senator has mentioned it. It was not
the article that prompted my remarks
on this subject. but I did bring it with
me.
Mr. TALMADGE. Does not the distinguished Senator agree that court-made
law such as that helps to account for the
enormous increase in crime we have experienced? If my memory serves me correctly, I think there was an increase of
some 16 percent in the first 9 months of
last year.
Mr. STENNIS. I think the Senator has
stated the matter well and truthfully.
I can answer it further in this way: I believe it is up to Congress. now, to get
some measures passed that will offset the
trends of these decisions, and get it over
to the people some way. through constitutional amendment or otherwise,that
we have to begin to put the proper emphasis on the protection of the people,
the masses of the people, the great body
of the people, rather than continuing to
lean over backwards to protect the few
who may be charged with crime, or other
special groups.
We have to get laws that will force
the courts-in a constitutional way. of
course-to do more in terms of protecting the people. the body of the people,
the public. and to counteract this trend
of strained interpretations of the Constitution, never heard of until a few years
ago.
Mr. TALMADGE.· Will the Senator
yield further?
Mr. STENNIS. I yield.
Mr. TALMADGE. Does not the Senator feel that the rights of law~abiding,
God-fearing. honorable citizens,. who
work for a living and pay' taxes, . are
equal to the rights of some murderer or
some rapist who runs . rampant on
society?
..'
.'.•.••... ' "•...•.
Mr. STENNIS. The Senator's question,
of course. is well stated and answers itself. They are not only of equal importance. but more important, are necessary to the preservation of society.
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Mr. TALMADGE. It is necessary to
protect the rights of the masses of the
people, is it not?
Mr. STENNIS. Yes. That is the whole
basis of the law.
Mr. TALMADGE. Does not the Senator
feel also that some of these people who
run around the country preaching that
it is all right to violate laws you feel are
unjust, unwise, and immoral contribute
to the breakdown of law and order in
our society, as we see it occuning today?
Mr. STENNIS. I do not think there is
any doubt that that is the way these
things start and grow, and grow until
there is an avalanche, and we are in the
avalanche period now to a degree, although that spirit does not yet represent
the thinking of the majority of the
people.
I believe people are standing speechless in amazement that such a thing
could happen and is happening, and that
we seem unable to do more about it.
Mr. TALMADGE. I agree with the able
Senator. I think that a majority of the
people of America today regard the
breakdown of law and order, the spirit
of anarchy that is running rampant in
this land, the violence that we see from
day to day and from night to night, that
the crime problem is equal in importance
to the war in Southeast Asia itself; does
not the Senatnr agree?
Mr. STENNIS. Yes, I think so; and the
Senator from Georgia and I both put
great emphasis on the suffering and loss
of life of our boys in Southeast Asia, and
are deeply concerned about it.
This situation we face at home is of
equal importance, and could develop
more and more into a situation that
would be a more serious chaIlenge to our
national security, even, than a war.
Mr. TALMADGE. The District of Columbia, which is the Capital City of our
Nation, should be the model city of our
Nation-yes, even the model city of the
free world; yet almost every morning we
read of heinous crimes being committed
here on the streets and in the public
parks of our Capital City; is that not
true?
Mr. STENNIS. It is true, and it has
been true now for several years, increasing without interruption and seemingly
without end. It shows all too clearly
where the emphasis has been: "Leave
them alone, do not harass them, do not
question them, you cannot do anything
to them."
As the Senator pointed out, this article refers to just one instance where
the court officiaIly turned one loose because of the Mallory rule. The police, of
course, have turned loose hundreds that
never get to court because of these same
restrictions, that had never been heard
of until a few years ago.
Mr. TALMADGE. Is it not a fact that
grown, able-bodied men are apprehensive about walking the streets of the District of Columbia at night, not to mention the fear that females must fear?
Mr. STENNIS. It has come to that,
yes. In fact, one is apprehensive about
leaving home early in the morning, too,
as to what might happen, even after the
day has already come, to those we leave
behind at home, even right here in the
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city of Washington, on COlmecticut
Avenue where I live. I know that from
personal experience.
M:r. TALMADGE. Is it not a sad commental'Y on the law of our land when
that can tal{€ place in the Nation's Capital?
Mr. STENNIS. It is not only sad, but
alarming; and this trend must be
stopped. Nly point at the beginning, before the Senator came into the Chamber,
was that we are not going to be able to
do it just by passing more laws.
Mr. TALMADGE. I agree.
Mr. STENNIS. We have to put the emphasis where it belongs.
Mr. TALMADGE. Do~s the Senator
view with alarm, as I do, the articles that
we frequently see in the news media,
reporting that when a law enforcement
offi~er goes out and .makes an arrest,
mobs will fOlm, not to aid the law enforcement officer, but to go to the aid of
the criminal?
Mr. STENNIS. That is right. As someone expresesd it, yoU get assaulted on
the street, and before they get you to the
hospital, they have already turned loose
the man who assaulted you, under some
of these rules that have been put out by
the courts; and if a trial does occur, they
come nearer trying the victim and the
police than the man who made the assault. It is almost that bad.
Mr. TALMADGE. If they do not try
the victim, they at least attempt to try
the arresting officer, and find some alleged violation of the law he committed.
They yell "police brutality" and bring
him before some magistrate somewhere;
do they not?
Mr. STENNIS. The Senator has correctly stated the situation.
I wish to emphasize, now, that while
our discussion of these matters may be
regarded by some as just an attempt to
kill time or to filibuster, I say that we
are bringing up here fundamental issues
that are being neglected in this country;
and while other Senators are taking
time, speaking of them with all deference, to urge the passage of a law already
on the books, and already largely enforced, we feel it is imperative that this
situation be reversed; and a bill that
would help toward dealing with these
riots that are feared-I hope unnecessarily-for next summer, is tied up in the
same committee that approved this bill
now under debate.
That is the bill that is needed. This is
a bill that is not needed. I think that is
the most convincing thing involved. The
same committee passed on these two bills.
Mr. President, I will not develop the
Mallory rule here. I said that case was
the beginning of the series of shocking
decisions about which nothing has been
done yet. However, I predict that this
Congress will have to do something about
these decisions because at some time the
people will realize more fully what they
mean. The proof of the lack of law enforcement will grow, and the people will
then rise up and demand some kind of
corrective action.
Another one of those cases is the case
of Massiah v. The United States, 377 U.S.
201 (1964).
The defendant and another were
jointly indicted on a narcotics charge
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and released on bail. Unknown to the defendant, the codefendant decided to cooperate vlith the Federal agents in a
continuing investigation of the case. If
they are going to solve all these matters,
they have to investigate, of course.
The codefendant was provided with a
concealed radio and engaged the defendant in an incriminating conversation
which was recorded by Federal agents
re:noved from the scene. The statement
was admitted into evidence over the objection of the defendant, and the defendant was convicted. The conviction was
affirmed by the Second Circuit Court of
Appeals.
The Supreme Court reversed that case
and held:
The petitioner-

Meaning the defendant-was denied the basic protections (of the
Sixth AmenC:ment) when there were used
against him at his trial evidence of his own
Incriminating words, which Federal agents
had deliberately elicited from him after he
had been Indicted and In the absence of his
counsel.

There were three dissenting Justices.
They were Justices White, Clark, and
Harlan. Without going into detail, the
substance of their dissent was that this
was a new rule that the Supreme Court
had evolved. Those three Justices said
they considered the rule to be an unnecessary and unwarranted departure from
precedent.
Those Justices were merely saying in
nice words that the Supreme Court
majority went on and legislated on the
subject, in effect. And that is not the·
Senator from Mississippi speaking now.
This is what three justices of the Court
said about the ruling that they handed
down in that case. They said that the
ruling was an unnecessary and unwarranted departure from precedent with
grave implications for the continued use
of out-of-court statements in law enforcement.
That is an exact summary of what
has been happening here now for years
and years. These are unnecessary and
unwarranted departures.
Those Justices said that it was not
necessary to evolve that rule in order to
protect society or the individual. They
further said that it was an unwar.ranted
action by the Court to get up that rule,
that it was beyond their authority. That
is the way I interpret it. The Justices
said that the rule moved away from the
precedent and had grave implications.
That case was decided in 1964. This
is 1968. We have already seen what some
of those implications were and are.
]1,1:1'. President, every person who h"s
had much experience in these matters,
merely from the use of commonsense
and observation, knows that law violations are largely solved not by the assistance of eyewitnesses that have seen
the crime, but by continued investigations. Nobody wants any star chamber
methods used or any so-called brutality or anything else. However, if we cannot use commonsense activity and ingenuity, certainly to the extent that
these officers were doing here, our hands
are tide. The authorities are whipped
before they ever start.
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Who suffers from that? It is the general public. The Court said in that case:
The requirement of rule 5(a) is a part
of the procedure devised by Congress for
safeguarding individual rights without
hampering effective and intelligent law enforcement.
The scheme for initiating a federal prosecution is plainly defined. The pollee "may
not arrest upon mere suspicion, but only on
"probable cause." The next step is to arraign the arrested person before a judicial
officer as quickly as possible so that he may
be advised of his rights, and so that the
issue of probable cause may be promptly
determined. The arrested person may, of
course, be booked by the pollee. But he is
not to be taken to police headquarters in
order to carry out a process of inquiry that
lends itself, even if not so designed, to eliciting damaging statements to support the arrest and Ultimately his guilt.

Mr. President, I have included that
quotation because I had commented on
the matter and I thought that it would
be fair to the majority of the Court to
give their reasons. I had commented on
what I think is the substance of the dissenting remarks made by Justices White,
Clark, and Harlan.
That case is a landmark case in this
series of cases, to which I referred back
in the beginning of my remarks, that
started with the Mallory case.
The Senator from Georgia [Mr. TALMADGE] brought up a matter that happened here in a Washington court a few
days ago.
The newspaper headline reads: "Confessed Murderer Freed Because of Mallory Rule." This article is from a Washington Post of 2 or 3 days ago.
It reads in part as follows:
Harry Gross, a confessed murderer, was set
free yesterday because police waited four
hours before booking him after he failed a
lie detector test.

I must think about the life of the
person who was killed. I do not know
the merits of the altercation that was
had. There may not have been an altercation. It might have been a case that
involved waylaying. I do not know the
facts. However, I must think of the other
person, the person whose life was snuffed
out and cannot be recovered.
Merely because the police officer waited
4 hours before booking him after a lie
detector test indicated to them that this
man might be guilty, he was set scott
free. The article did not say that the
conviction was reversed. The man was
just turned loose under the Mallory rule.
The article reads in part as follows:
"If the new crime bill were in effect when
this man confessed, then he would not be
set free today," United States District Judge
John J. Sirrica said.

The judge was referring to the new
crime bill which we passed last fall solely
for the District of Columbia.
The article to which I have referred
confirms the fact that we need some legislation that will modify and restrict the
application of these series of decisions to
which I have referred as the Mallory
rule.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, earlier today
I advised the majority leadership and
others of our desire to attempt to move
forward in our effort to dispose of what

we believe to be a most important and
compelling piece of legislation.
It is our intention to move to table
the pending Ervin amendment. In order
that that may be advanced, I ask for
the yeas and nays on the pending amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. PELL
in the chair). Is there a sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
1\·rr. HART. Mr. President, we have now
obtained the yeas and nays on the
amendment. We have not made a motion
to table.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Michigan has the floor.
Mr. HART. I yield to the Senator from
New York.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I would
like to ask the Senator some questions on
this procedure which he, as manager of
the bill, indicates may be adopted.
Is it not a fact that if the motion to
table were ultimately made, which is obviously not debatable, and it should
carry, the committee bill would then be
open to any amendment, either direct to
any portion of the bill or in the nature
of a substitute?
Mr. HART. The Senator from New
York has stated the situation correctly.
Mr. JAVITS. Is it not also a fact that
pr~bably, unless some bill is designed,
WhICh does not seem to be within sight
right now, which would be suitable to
those who have been debating the matter at some length-and I am not taking
any position with respect to that because
they have that solemn right and privilege; but if that situation persists--the
only way we will ever be able in any
reasonable time to consider the business
of the country and the Senate, and get
a vote, after refinement, amendment, and
so forth, would be by cloture?
Mr. HART. The Senator has stated the
situation correctly.
Mr. JAVITS. So this is an interim procedure. Does the Senator agree with that
statement? Under those circumstances
this is an interim action which sort of
clears the decks for whatever else others
in the Senate may have in mind to suggest or offer with respect to this measure.
I think it is fair to say that expresses
itself as the eight or nine members, or
whatever the number was, on the Committee on the Judiciary expressed themselves that this particular concept, this
idea, as a framework upon which to hang
a bill is not acceptable, and that the committee frame seems better adapted as a
frame on which to hang a bill. That does
not mean any amendment would prevail
but only that this is a frame upon which
to put a bill.
Mr. HART. The Senator from New
York has analyzed the situation as I see
it also.
\Ve must remember that there are some
25 to 30 amendments that have been
filed. We are in the 14th or 15th day of
discussion. I think orderly procedure requires us, with a measure of responsibility on the bill, to take the action
suggested.
Mr. JAVITS. Does it have some substantive importance indicating the
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framework within which a majority, if it
should carry, wishes to work, is the
framework of the bill as reported by the
majority of the committee?
Mr. HART. Most certainly that would
be the interpretation that should lJe given
to our action if the Senate should favorably support the rr.otion to table.
Mr. JAVITS. Would the Senator expect
that is the concept which would then go
out to the country; that that is all we
have done? Would the Senator, as the
manager of the bill, agree with me that
this does not mean we have rejected all
efforts to change the committee bill or
compromise upon some phases of it, just
as it would not mean necessarily we exclude any amendment, but only that we
have chosen, as the frar.lework within
which to work, in an effort to perfect a
bill, the bill as reported by the committee?
Mr. HART. As I see it, that is all that
would be implied, and that would certainly be demonstrated.
Mr. JAVITS. I wonder if the Senator
agrees with me that this represents a test
of the action which the manager of the
bill is proposing to take in due course, in
which I hope to have the privilege of
joining with him and standing with him,
in that it will atleast settle that question.
Thereby, in a sense, it would liberate the
time from the doctrine argument and
free that group in the Senate--if it is a
majority, and in my judgment, it is a
heavy majority and much more than
two-thirds--which does not adopt an
approach toward this kind of social question but would be free to deal with it
without that approach that there is anything right in a system which does differentiate between different elements of
our population, and that we can all work
our will on this measure.
Mr. HART. The Senator is correct in
his statement. That would be the consequence of favorable action.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. HART. I yield.
Mr. DffiKSEN. Mr. President, if there
is any doubt, and if it makes any difference as to my own attitude on this
matter, I propose to vote against the
motion to table.
We have had innumerable meetings in
the majority leader's office, and in my
office. We have also had the Attorney
General, our staffs, the distinguished
Senator from North Carolina, the distinguished Senator from Nebraska at our
meetings, and we have done our best to
come up with three or four different
versions.
I thought, as late as yesterday, that
probably we had reached the point of
agreement where I thought we could go
to the distinguished Senator from Michigan and say we hope he probably can
take it because I was opposed in committee to the committee bill. But the
Senator from Michigan is the Senator in
charge of the bill now. It came out of
committee by one vote.
As long as the door is open we can continue to talk, we can continue to explore,
and we can continue to examine every
objection and find out whether we can
come reasonably close to a common
denominator.
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If I had no other reason for so doing,
I believe that would be adequate to vote
against the motion to table. I should be

only too glad to give myself to this problem, as I have done before, and try to
exercise a maximum of restraint and
patience in so doing.
Frankly, all. these meetings \vere held
in good grace and in good spirit. There
was no acrimony whatever. We all came
in with searching hearts and minds. I
can continue to hope that we will continue to do exactly that, because I should
lilce to see a bill before we have to resort
to some kind of extreme action, either
in the form of cloture or in the form of
withdrawing the bill.
If there can be a bill to meet, in large
part, the areas that should be served,
then I am ready to do so.
Mr. HART. The Senator from Illinois,
as always, explains clearly and eloquently the position he is taking and the
reason for it.
I hope that the action I propose we
take will assist and accelerate the development of an effective worker protection bill. The motion is made in the belief
that it will make a contribution to it.
I respect, of course, the feeling of the
Senator from Illinois and I make plain
that the discussions that he has described have' been developed over a period of days and I have never doubted
that they were in good faith and in good
spirit.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Michigan yield?
Mr. HART. I yield for a question.
Mr. HOLLAND. This is a little more
than a question. It enlarges the point I
made on yesterday and completes that
l>oint.
Mr. HART. There are several Senators
who are under a time problem here. I
would not want the discussion to go to an
extent that we would not be able to put
the question before about a quarter to 3.
Mr. HOLLAND. The point I make will
not go to any length. I thank the Senator for yielding.
Mr. President, yesterday, I called attention, in my brief remarks, to the dangerous and destructive leadership which
was being exercised by several of the socalled civil rights leaders, notably-and
I name them:
Sammy Davis. Stokely Carmichael.
Rap Brown. Dick Gregory. Martin
Luther King.
r notice in· the Washington Post this
morning an article which r believe adds
further to this point. It is entitled "King
Says 'No' to L. B. J. on March." I ask
unanimous consent to have this article
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
KING SAYS "No" TO L. B. J. ON MARCH
CHICAGO, February 5.-Civil rights leader
the Rev. Martin Luther King today rejected
an appeal from President Johnson to abandon a plamied poverty protest march on
Washington In April.
He told a press conference he Wished the
President would remember that nothing had
been achieved In civil rights "without putting real pressure on,"
"I Will only say to the President," King
said today, "that If he Will only remember
that In December 1964 he told me In his
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oflice that he could not get a voting rights
bill In 1965 but that same President must
face the fact that we went to Seima (Alabama) two weeks later and started a movement," he said.
Dr. King came to Chicago to join other
ciVil rights leaders in backing a planned
march by one millicn mothers in American
cities May 12-Mothers Day-to protest
against provisions of the new "anti-welfare"
Social Security amendments.
Organizers of the Mothers' March-the national welfare rights organization. a Nationwide group of welfare recipients-announced
It would be followed by Nationwide demonstrations June 30 and JUly I, when the welfare measure begins operating.
Dr. King also announced he would "probably join" planned protest demonstrations
during the Democratic Nationai Convention
in Chicago in August.

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I read
briefly from the article as follows:
CHICAGO, February 5.-Civil rights leader
the Rev. Martin Luther King today rejected
an appeal from President Johnson to abandon
a planned poverty protest march on WashIngton In April.

The last sentence reads:
Dr. King also announced he would "probably join" planned protest demonstrations
during the Democratic National Convention
In Chicago In August.

Mr. President, I merely reiterate the
point I made yesterday, that so long as
we have these dangerous and destructive
tactics by the leadership of a member
of a race who has been shown
honor, and has been allowed, in some
instances, to attain distinction in this
country under our democratic process, so
long as we allow his fellow racists to exercise this dangerous, destructive, and false
leadership, we can look forward to further trouble in the future. That is what
I am sure every Senator in this body
seeks ardently to avoid rather than to
bring about.
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Michigan yield?
Mr. HART. I yield for a question.
Mr. SCOTT. Will the Senator from
Michigan not agree that on all great
issues, including the civil rights issue,
there is, at times, a tendency on the part
of advocates on both sides to gO beyond
the normally defined limits of responsibility. I am sure that the Senator from
Michigan does not excuse anyone who
does that any more than I do.
r am sure that the Senator from Michigan would agree that in the Senate we
do not equate those things which we cannot accept as responsible with our responsibility.
On that note, yes, I am very glad to
say, loud and clear, in this Chamber,
that the bill came out of committee because of my affirmative vote. I support it
and I hope that the Senator's motion to
table will carry.
Mr. HART. The vote of the Senator
from Pennsylvania, as we all know, was
most significant and most dramatic.
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Michigan yield?
Mr. HART. I yield for a question.
Mr. HRUSKA. I have just one brief
comment. I join the minority leader in
suggesting that it would be wise to reject
any motion to lay the pending Ervin
amendment on the table. r have been
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actively searching for a compromise
position between the Ervin amendment
and the committee bill.
There have been diligent, good-faith
efforts to compose such a compromise
and I think those efforts should continue.
However, should the motion to lay the
amendment on the table prevail, the
area in wl1ich 'lny Senator is interested in
composing a compromise will be severely
restricted. That should not be allowed
to happen. I believe that with a little
more time, we can determine either that
there is no possibility of compromise or
that there is a sufficiently strong likelihood of agreement.
But I should very much dislike-and
I think that any Senator who is interested in securing the enactment of legislation on this point would dislike-t?
see the p::Jssibility of a compromise
thrown away or limited so much as to
make it impossible.
I hope that the substitute will not be
tabled, but that the Senate will allow us
to function a little more freely in searching for a solution to this problem.
I thank the Senator from Michigan
for yielding to me.
Mr. HART. The Senator from Nebraska states his case very well. If I shared
his point of view, I would not, of course,
make the motion I shall now make. I believe it will clarify the situation for all
Members of the Senate.
Mr. President, I now move-Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. HART. I yield.
Mr. :MILLER. The Senator from Nebraska [Mr. HRUSKA] has expressed my
sentiments very well. I certainly want it
understood that I am not sold on the
Ervin amendment. If the motion should
not prevail, it would be my full intention
to join with other Senators in seeking to
perfect the amendment.
I know that the leadership has worked
hard to try to devise a compromise. I
have the uneasy feeling that if the motion should prevail, the work of the
leadership will have gone down the drain.
At least, the leadership will be much
more inhibited than it otherwise would
be.
I think that most of us have the feeling that if the motion to table prevails,
that will not necessarily mean that the
bill will not be amended; and that if the
motion does not prevail, we who voted
against the motion to table will be overjoyed and excited about the Ervin
amendment.
The Ervin amendment contains many
good points. But there are s~me points
to which I do not subscribe. So when I
cast my vote, it will be with the understanding that we will continue to try to
perfect the proposed legislation without
regard to what has happened.
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. 1.\11'.
President. I have given a great deal of
thought to the arguments presented
these past days by those Senators who
oppOSe the enactment of H.R. 2516. I
think it can be fairly said that most of
their stated objections fall into one of
these general categories:
Most insistently of all, we have heard
that this bill would protect rioters. loot-
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ers, and criminals generally and, correspondingly, would hamper and harass
law enforcement officers, particularly in
dealing with urban riot situations.
The opponents to this bill claim, further, that it somehow violates the spirit
of the equal protection clause of the 14th
amendment, by giving special benefits to
one class of persons. Thus, it has been
argued that the proposed statute would,
in effect, discriminate against the majority-in particular, against those white
persons from our southern States.
We have also heard that H.R. 2516
would be an unconstitutional invasion of
State authority. Opponents have claimed
that the enactment of the bill would
flood the Federal courts with cases heretofore solely within local jurisdiction,
and that many innocent persons would
be necessarily swept into the net of Federal climinal sanctions.
Strangely enough, we have also heard,
on the other hand, that this statute
would be impossible to enforce, since the
required intent would rarely be capable
of proof.
These, then, are the basic criticisms of
H.R. 2516 made by the opposition. I
strongly believe that each is based on
incorrect views of the actual scope of the
bill itself, of the law in this area, and of
the factual circumstances which the statute seeks to meet. I should like to deal
with each of these criticisms, and to reiterate in the process some of the many
aspects of the committee bill which
render it not only desirable but necessary.
RELATION TO LAW ENFORCEMENT

SENATE

would subject a law enforcement officer
to Federal sanctions under section 242,
as well as to State criminal penalties or
departmental disciplinary action. Police
officers may also be subject to civil liability for such excess'}s. And, of course,
the case against an accused may be lost
because of an officer's invasion of his
rights.
Some people believe that local law enforcement is inhibited by these existing
sanctions, although it seems to me that a
policeman who tries to perform his duties
fairly with reSPEct to all citizens would be
most unlikely to breach the bounds of
legality. Whatever the merits of existing
restrictions, however, I cannot see how
any law enforcement officer who approaches his duties and responsibilities
seriously, could feel constrained by a
statute which prohibits him from using
threats and force to deprive people of
their federally guaranteed rights, a prohibition to which he is already largely,
subject under Federal and state laws.
This new law would provide that when
a law enforcement officer totally abandons his duty in order to violently intimidate individuals seeking lawfully to exercise certain enumerated Federal rights,
he will be punished like any other citizen.
The actions upon which a conviction
could be based would not be those of an
officer doing his duty; I can conceive of
no justification for exclUding such acts
from coverage merely because the agent
of violence wears a uniform.
Along these lines, much has been made
of the absence of the word "willfully"
from the committee bill's description of
prohibited acts. It has been claimed, for
example, that a policeman who uses force
to arrest a man under a local penal law,
which is later invalidated as unconstitutional, could be convicted under section
245, since, as determined retroactively,
the victim acted lawfully and the officer
thereby interfered with his rights.
This line of criticism, however, ignores
the clear requirement of an intention to
invade the rights of a person because of
his race or ethnic affiliation, or because
of his advocacy of equality in the areas
enumerated in section 245 (a). So long as
it appears that an officer reasonably believed he was doing his duty, that is, that
the arrest took place because of a perceived violation of a then-valid law, no
case of knowing interference with civil
rights could be made against him.

First, I should have thought it would be
clear to any objective student of this bill
and its history thus far, that it is not
intended to and would not condone or
protect rioters or other violators of local
criminal law. The present widespread
concern over mass violence in our cities,
as well as with the rising national crime
rate, does indeed indicate the need for
urgent congressional action on such
measures as safe streets and the gun bil1.
However, this distressing situation does
not diminish 01' overshadow the need for
a Federal bill to pW1ish interference with
the lawful exercise of Federal rights.
We have heard many times during this
debate that, because of its application
to anyone, "whether or not acting under
color of law," H.R. 2516 would harass
and inhibit law enforcement officers in
VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE
attempts to suppress riot activities or in
everyday enforcement of local criminal
I turn now to the potential victims of
laws. Nothing could be further from the racially motivated violence. During this
truth.
debate, we all have tended to speak
Section 242 of the Federal criminal rather loosely of the "protection" offered
code, which authorizes prosecution of to various persons by this bill. It is true
those interfering with Federal rights un- that any penal statute "protects" memder color of law, has proven to be a more bers of society insofar as it deters crimiusable, effective, and comprehensive tool nal acts against them. But criminal legisthan section 241, which proscribes pri- lation does not confer new rights on provate conspiracies. Although the new sec- spective victims; nor does it relieve any
tion 245 could facilitate prosecutions of persons from pre-existing duties and
errant law enforcement officers insofar prohibitions.
as it would obviate proof of action under
Teus, with respect to the committee
color of law in the commission of the bill before us, it can be said that all percrime, the main thrust of the proposed sons would indeed be "protected" from
bill has always been viewed by its pro- violence, insofar as such violence would
ponents as the extended coverage of vio- be deterred. But this would not render
lence by private individuals.
any person immune from prosecution for
Today, excessive force to effect an ar- crimes he commits. Nor would the enactrest, or official coercion of a confession ment of this bill imply any condonation
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of their crimes by. the Federal Government. A citizen would, ·for example, be
protected from being shot because he
supported equal voting rights, but if he
chose to express his support by illegally
interfering with someone else's rights or
property, he would be subject to the full
penalties of the law.
Contrary to the frequent cries of opponents, this bill does not in any way
rest upon a jurisdictional basis of "diversity of race." The race, religion, or national origin of the defendant and the
victim would be merely incidental facts.
The central element in the establishment
of an offense, in addition to the act or
threat of force, would be the defendant's
motive.
The prohibited acts ur threats of violence would be those motivated by a desire to interfere with the activities enumerated in section 245 (a) because of the
race, religion, or national origin of those
who would otherwise enjoy them. The
criticisms hypothesized on the basis of
the difficulty of determining whether a
given victim was in fact Negro, or on
some supposed disparity of coverage
when a group of victims or assailants
consists of members of more than one
racial or religious group, do not withstand a close reading of all three subsections of the proposed statute.
The potential victims under this bill
could be members of any group, minority
or majority. Subsection (c) would protect all officials or private employers or
owners of public accommodations who
seek to afford nondiscliminatory benefits. Subsection (b) would also protect
persons of any race or religion urging
such equality. Even under subsection
(a), coverage would be provided no matter what the race or religion of the victim, as long as the intimidation is racially
motivated and many situations can be
foreseen where the victim would be
white.
Consider, for example, the voting district comprised predominantly of members of one racial or ethnic minority
group. Punishment of violence to intimidate voters of another race or religion,
even though it predominates nationwide,
is surely contemplated by subsection
(a) .
CONSTITUTIONALITY

Our power to enact H.R. 2516 derives
from several sources, depending upon the
victim's activity. It has long been settled
that Congress may make it a crime for
any person to interfere with the exercise
of rights arising out of a relationship
with the Federal Government or rights
created by legislation enacted under
article I, section 8, of the Constitution,
which enumerates congressional powers.
Thus this bill is plainly not subject to
objection insofar as the activity interfered with is in the areas of Federal elections, emplqyment, Federal jury service;
common carriers, public accommodations, or federally administered or
funded programs, facilities, or services;
Opponents to enactment concede all
this, but would limit coverage with respect to employment, public accommodations, and common carriers to the
scope of the substantive civil rights legislation we have enacted under the commerce clause. However, Congress is not
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constitutionally bound by the lines of
coverage announced in the 1964 Civil
Rights Act. These limits were based primarily on other considerations relevant
to that measure, and were not compelled
by the Constitution. But if the enjoyment
of the rights affirmed in these existing
substantive laws is to be seQ1.lred, we
must prohibit all racial violence which
is likely to inhibit such· enjoyment. If
racial violence directed against activities closely related to those protected by
the 1964 act is permitted to go unpunished, the exercise of the protected activities will also be discouraged.
H.R. 2516 also would vindicate the
right to the equal enjoyment of state facilities or programs, including, specifically, participation in purely State elections, in public education unassisted by
the Federal Government, in employment
by State and local agencies, and in State
jury service.
There is no question that Congress has
the power under the enabling clauses of
the 14th and 15th amendments to punish
criminally State officials who forcibly
seek to deny these rights.
But perhaps most significantly, the
measure before us would also reach
purely private interference with the enjoyment of these 14th and 15th amendment rights. The opponents of this bill
have quoted many jUdicial statements
which appear to question Congress ability to enter this area. In fact, however,
many of these decisions have dealt with
the unconstitutionality of a State statute
or other official action as determined directly by the equal protection clause.
These cases did not deal with the question of whether the enabling clauses of
the 14th and 15th amendments grant
Congress the power to legislate with respect to private interference with rights
which the State must affirmatively grant.
I am convinced that we have the power to reach private acts of racial violence intended to interfere with the exercise of 14th amendment rights. We
have already made such a jUdgment, in
enacting the criminal provisions of the
1965 Voting Rights Act, under the enabling clause of the 15th amendment.
And six of the nine Justices of the Supreme Court, in the 1966 case of United
States against Guest, have announced
agreement with that judgment as applied to 14th amendment rights.
I have already met much of the argument that this bill violates the spirit of
the equal protection clause. We have
heard that cry of "reverse discrimination" before in our consideration of other
civil rights statutes. Presumably opponents of such legislation believe that any
bill which seeks to deal honestly and directly with the problems created by centuries of persecution of Negroes-and
thus explicitly mentions the word
"race"-is somehow granting Negro citizens special privileges.
AsI pointed out earlier, this claim is
particularly baseless with respect to
criminal legislation, which grants no new
rights at all, but is aimed at penalizing
invasions of preexisting rights. And,
looking for a moment at the whole spectrum of civil rights laws which have
been, and, I hope, will be, enacted, we
CXIV-.-.-143-Pan ~
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see only an attempt to counteract the
effects of previous violations of oW' Nation's basic premise of the equality of all
men before the law.
COVERAGE AND PP.ODF

It is strange that the opposition criticizes RR. 2516 as an infringement upon
State criminal jurisdiction, yet supports
an amendment which would punish acts
as to which no need for Federal intervention has been indicated. The committee bill limits its coverage to violence
motivated by issues of race, color, religion, or national origin-violence which
prevents the full implementation of Federal civil rights legislation and has often
met no local sanctions.
Yet it is unlikely that a conviction
could ever be obtained under this statute
for actions which would not also be
punishable by adequate state laws rigorously and evenhandedly applied. Thus,
the argument we have heard that innocent persons would be harassed by Federal prosecutions has no more application to this statute than to any other
penal law. Innocent persons could not
fear conviction under this law-that is
the crucial fact.
As other proponents of this bill have
already pointed out in greater detail, this
bill would clearly be far more effective,
both as a deterrent and as a basis for
prosecution, than existing legislation or
any suggested substitute. In conclusion,
I wish to express my hope that H.R.
2516 will be promptly enacted.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, I now move
to table the Ervin amendment, which
is pending. On the motion, I ask for the
yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
that the Chamber be cleared, in accordance with the recently adopted regulations. The doors are being blocked.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All persons not authorized to be in the Chamber
will withdraw. The clerk will desist from
the rollcall until they have withdrawn.
The Sergeant at Arms is instructed to
carry out the order.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the motion of the
Senator from Michigan to table the
amendment (No. 505) of the Senator
from North Carolina [Mr. ERVIN]. The
yeas and nays have been ordered, and
the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD (after having voted
in the affirmative). Mr. President, on
this vote I have a pair with the distinguished senior Senator from Georgia
[Mr. RUSSELL]. If he were present and
voting, he would vote "nay." If I were
permitted to vote, I would vote "yea."
Therefore, I withdraw my vote.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia (after
having voted in the negative>. Mr. President, on this vote I have a live pair with
the distinguished senior Senator from
Rhode Island [Mr. PASTORE]. If he were
present and voting, he would vote "yea,"
If I were permitted to vote, I would
vote "nay." I withdraw my vote.
Mr. DffiKSEN (after having voted in
the negative). Mr. President, on this
vote I have a pair with the distinguished
Senator from California [Mr. KUCHEL].

He is unavoidably absent. If he were
present and voting, he would vote "yea."
If I were free to vote, I would vote "nay."
Therefore, I withdraw my vote.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I announce that the Senator from Alaska
[Mr. BARTLETT], the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND], the Senator
from Indiana [Mr. HARTKE], the Senator
from South Carolina [Mr. HOLLINGS], the
Senator from Hawaii [Mr. INOUYE], the
Senator from New York [Mr. KENNEDY],
the Senator from Minnesota [Mr. McCARTHY], the Senator from Utah [Mr.
Moss], the Senator from Rhode Island
[MI'. PASTORE], the Senator from Connecticut [Mr. RIBICOFF], and the Senator from Georgia [Mr. RUSSELL], are necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Alaska [Mr.
BARTLETT], the Senator from Indiana
[Mr. HARTKE], the Senator from Minnesota [Mr. MCCARTHY], and the Senator
from Utah [Mr. Moss], would each vote
"yea."

On this vote, the Senator from Connecticut [Mr. RIBICOFF], is paired with
the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLANDJ. If present and voting, the Senator from Connecticut would vote "yea"
and the Senator from MississiPPi would
vote "nay,"
On this vote, the Senator from New
York [Mr. KENNEDY], is paired with the
Senator from South Carolina [Mr. HOLLINGS]. If present and voting, the Senator from New York would vote "yea" and
the Senator from South Carolina would
vote "nay,"
On the vote, the Senator from HawaiI
[Mr. INOUYE], is paired with the Senator
from California [Mr. MURPHY]. If present and voting the Senator from Hawaii would vote "yea" and the Senator
from California would vote "nay."
Mr. DffiKSEN. I announce that the
Senators from California [Mr. KUCHEL
and Mr. MURPHY] are necessarily absent.
. The Senator from Tennessee [Mr.
BAKER] is detained on official business,
and, if present and voting, would vote
"yea."
The pair of the Senator from California [Mr. KUCHEL] has been previously
announced.
On this vote, the Senator from California [Mr. MURPHY] is paired with the
Senator from Hawaii [Mr. INOUYE]. If
present and voting, the Senator from
California would vote "nay" and the
Senator from Hawaii would vote "yea."
The result was announced-yeas 54,
nays 29, as follows:
[No.5 Leg.]
YEAS-54

Aiken
Allott
Anderson
Bayh
Bible
Boggs
Brewster
Brooke
Burdick
Cannon
Case
Church
Clark
Cooper
C-otton
Dodd
Dominick
Fang

Griffin
Gruening
Harris
Hart
Hatfield
Jackson
Javlts
Jordan, Idaho
Kennedy, Mass.
Lausche
Long, Mo.
Magnuson
McGee
McGovern
McIntyre
Metcalf
Mondale
Monroney

Monto}'a
Morse
Morton
Muskie
Nelson
Pearson
Pell
Percy
Prouty
ProxmJre
Randolph
Scott
Smith
Symington
Tydings
Williams. N.J.
Yarborough
Young, Ohio
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NAY8-29
Smathers
Hayden
Hickenlooper Sparkman
Spong
Hill
Stennis
Holland
Talmadge
Hruska
Thurmond
Jordan. N.C.
Long, La.
Tower
Williams, Del.
McCiellan
Young, N. Dak.
Miller
Mundt
NOT VOTING-17
Baker
Hollings
Moss
Bartlett
Inouye
Murphy
Byrd, W. Va.
Kennedy, N.Y. Pastore
Dirksen
Kuchel
RibicotI
Eastland
Mansfield
Russell
Hartke
McCarthy
So Mr. HART'S motion to lay Mr. ERVIN'S
amendment on the table was agreed to.

Bennett
Byrd, Va.
Carlson
Curtis
Ellender
Ervin
Fannin
FulbrIght
Gore
.
Hansen

FAIR HOUSING

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I submit an amendment which I send to the
desk, and ask that the reading of the
amendment be waived and that it be
printed in the RECORD.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MONDALE'S amendment is as follows:
AMENDMENT NO. 524

On page 11, Une 5, Insert the following:
"TITLE II
"POLICY

"It Is the policy of the United States to
prevent discrimination on account of race,
color, religion, or national origin in the purchase, rental, financing, and occupancy of
housing throughout the United States.
"DEFINITIONS

"SEC. 2. As used In this Act"(a) 'Secretary' means the Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development.
"(b) 'Dwelling' means any bundlng, structure or portion thereof which Is occupied as,
or designed or Intended for occupancy as, a
residence by one or more families, and any
vacant land which is offered for sale or lease
for the construction or location thereon of
any such building, structure or portion
thereof.
"(c) 'Family' Includes a single IndiVidual.
"(d) 'To rent' Includes to lease, to sublease, to let and otherwise to grant for a
consideration the right to occupy premises
not owned by the occupant.
"(e) 'Discriminatory housing practice'
means an act that Is unlawful under section
4,5,6, or 7.
"(f) 'State' means any of the several
States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or any of the territories and possessions of the United States.
"EFFECTrvE

DATES

OF

CERTAIN

PROIDBITIONS

"SEC. 3. Except as exempted by section 8,
the prohibitions against discrimination In
the sale or rental of housing set forth in section 4 shall apply"(a) Upon enactment of this Act, to"(I) dwellings owned or operated by the
Federal Government;
"(2) dwellings prOVided In whole or In part
with the aid 0: loans, advances, grants or
contributions made by the Federal Government, under agreements entered Into after
November 20, 1962;
"(3) dwellings prOVided In Whole or In part
by loans Insured, guaranteed or otherWise
secured by the credit of the Federal Government, under agreements entered Into after
November 20, 1962; and
"(4) dwellings prOVided by the development or the redevelopment of real property
purcilased, rented or otherWise obtained from
a State or local pUblic agency receiving Federal financial assistance for slum clearance
or urban renewal with respect to such real
property under loan or grant contracts entered Into after November 20, 1962.

"(b) After December 31, 1968, to"(1) dwellL,gs Included within subsection
(a) ;

"(2) dwellings no parts of which are occupied by their owners as residences prior
to the particular sales or rentals inVOlved;
and
(3) dwellings designed or Intended for occupancy by, or occupied by, five or more
families.
"(C) After December 31, 1969, to alI dwelIings.
HDISCRI~nNATION IN

THE s..\LE OR RENTAL OF
HOVSING

"SEC. 4. As made applicable by section 3
and except as exempted by section 8, It shall
be unlawful"( a) To refuse to seH or rent, to refuse
to negotiate for the sale or rental of, or
otherwise make unavallable or deny, a
dwelling to any person because of race, color,
religion, or national origin.
"(b) To discrim1nate against any person
in the terms, conditions or priVileges of sale
or rental of a dwelling, or in the provision of
services or facllities In connection therewith,
because of race, color, rellgion, or national
origin.
"(c) To make, print, or pUblish, or cause to
be made, printed, or published any oral or
written notice, statement, or advertisement,
wltIl respect to tile sale or rental of a dwelling
that Indicates any preference, lim1tation, or
discrimination based on race, color, religion,
or national ocigln, or an intention to make
any such preference, limitation, or discrimination.
"(d) To represent to any person because
of race, color, religion, or national origin
that any dwelling Is not aval1able for inspection, sale, or rental when such dweIIlng Is
in fact 50 available.
"(e) For profit, to Induce or attempt to
induce any person to sell or rent any dwelling by representations regarding the entry or
prospective entry into the neighborhood of
a person or persons of a partiCUlar race, color,
religion, or national origin.
"(f) Nothing in this section shaII apply
to an owner with respect to the sale, lease,
or rental by him of a portion of a bul1dlng
or structure which contains IIvlng quarters
occupied or intended to be occupied by no
more than four farn1Iles living independently
of each other If such owner actually occupies
one of such living quarters as bls residence.
"DISCRIMINATION IN THE FINANCING OF
HOVSING

"SEC. 5. After December 31, 1968, It shall be
unlawful to deny a loan to a person applying
therefor for the purpose of purchasing, constructing, Inlproving, repairing, or maintaining a dwelling, or to discriminate
against him in the fixing of the amount, interest rate, duration, or other terms or conditions of such a loan, because of the race,
color, reIlgion, or national origin of SUCh person or of any person associated with him In
connection With such a loan or the purposes
of such a loan, or of the present or prospective owners, lessees, tenants, or occupants of
the dwelling or dwellings in relation to
which such a loan is to be made.
"DISCRIMINATION IN THE PROVISION OF BROKERAGE SERVICES

"SEC. 6. After December 31, 196B, It shall be
unlawful to deny any person access to or
membership or participation In any multiplelisting service, real estate brokers' organization or other service, organization or facility
relating to the business of selling or renting
dwellings, or to discriminate against him In
the terms or conditions of such access, membership, or participation, on account of race,
color, rellgion, or national origin.
IIINTERFERENCE.. COERCION.. OR INTIMIDATION

"SEC. 7. It shall be unlawful to coerce, Intimidate, threaten, or Interfere With any person In the exercise or enjoyment of, or on
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account of his having exercised or enjoyed,
or on acoount of his baving aided or· encouraged any other person in the exercise
or enjoyment of, any right granted or protected by sectlon 4, 5, or 6.
~"EXEMPTION

"SEC. 8. Nothing in this Act shall prohibit
a religious organization,. association, or society, or any nonprofit institution or organization operated, supervised or controlled by
or In conjunction with a religious organization, association, or society, from limiting the
sale, rental or occupancy of dwellings which
It owns or operates for other than a commercial purpose to persons of the same religion,
or from giving preference to such persons,
unless membership In such religion Is restricted on account of race, color, or national
origin.
"ADMINISTRATION

"SEC. 9. (a) The autborlty and responsibility for administering this Act shall be In
the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.
"(b) The Department of Housing and
Urban Development shall be provided an additional Assistant Secretary. Tbe Department
of Housing and Urban Development Act
(PUblic Law 89-174, 79 Stat. 667) is hereby
amended by"(I) striking the word 'four,' in section
4(a) of said Act (79 Stat. 668; 5 U.S.C. 624b
(a» and substituting therefor 'five,'; and
"(2) striking the word 'six,' In section 7 of
said Act (79 Stat. 669; 5 U.S.C. 624d(c» and
SUbstituting therefor 'seven.'
"(c) The Secretary may delegate any of bis
functions, duties, and powers to employees
of the Department of Housing and. Urban
Development or to boards of such employees,
including functions, duties, and powers with
respect to investigating, conclIlatlng, hearIng, determining, ordering, certifying, reporting, or otherwise acting as to any work,
business, or matter under tbls Act. The persons to whom such delegations are made
with respect to hearing functions, duties, and
powers shall be appointed and shall serve in
the Department of Housing and Urban Development in compliance with sections
3105, 3344, 5362, and 7521 of title 5 of the
United States Code. Insofar as possible,
Initial hearings shall be held in the cities or
other locallties Where the discriminatory
housing practices allegedly occurred. The
Secretary shall by rule prescribe such rights
of appeal from the decisions of his hearing
examiners to other hearing examiners or to
other officers In the Department, to boards of
officers or to himself, as shall be appropriate
and in accordance with law.
"(d) All executive departments and agencies shall administer their programs and activities relating to housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further
the purposes of this Act and ohall cooperate
With the Secretary to further such purposes.
"(e) The Secretary shall conduct such Investigations, make such surveys and studies,
Issue such reports, establish such policies,
standards, criteria, and procedures, and prescribe such rules, regulations, and forms as
in his jUdgment are necessary or appropriate
to further the purposes of this Act.
HEDUCATION AND CONCILIATION

"SEC. 10. (a) Imlflediatelyafter the enactment of this Act "the Secretary shaII commence such educational and conclliatory activities as in his jUdgment wlll further the
purposes of this Act. He shall call conferences of persons in the bouslng Industry and
other interested parties to acquaint them
with the provisions of this Act and his suggested means of Implementing It, and shall
endeavor with their advice to work out programs of voluntary compliance and of enforcement. He may pay per diem, travel and
transportation expenses for persons attendIng such conferences as provided In section
5703 of title 5 of the United States Code. He
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shall consult with State and local officials
and other interested parties to learn the extent, if any. to which housing discrimination'
exists in their state or locallty, and whether
and how State or local enforcement programs
might be utl1lzed to combat such discrimination in connection with, or in place of, the
Secretary's enforcement of this Act. The Secretary shall issue reports on such conferences
and consultations as he deems appropriate.
"(b) In any case in which he holds hearings and issues orders. or in which he contemplates doing so, the Secretary shall first
endeavor to eliminate the alleged discriminatory housing practices by informal methods
of conference (conclliatiQn and persuasion.
Nothing said or done in the course of such
informai endeavors may pc made public or
used as evidence in a subsequent proceeding
under this Act, without the written consent
of the persons concerned. Any employee of
the Secretary who shall make publlc any information in violation of this provision shall
be deemed gUllty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined not more
than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one
year.
"ENFORCEMENT

"SEC. 11. (a) The Secretary is empowered,
as hereinafter provided, to prevent any person from engaging in any discriminatory
housing practice. Any person who claims to
have been injured by a discriminatory housing practice or who belleves that he wl1l be
irrevocably injured by a discriminatory housing practice that is about to occur (hereafter, 'person aggrieved') may file a charge
with the secretary. Charges shall be in writing and shall contain such information and
be in such form as the Secretary requires.
Within thirty days after receiving a charge
the Secretary shall investigate it and give
notice in writing to the person aggrieved
whether he intends to resolve it. If the Secretary decides to resolve the charge, he shall
proceed to try to eliminate or correct the alleged unfair housing practice by informal
methods of conference, conclllation, and persuasion. If the Secretary declines to resolve
a charge, or if he faUs to give notice of
whether he intends to resolve it within thirty
days as prescribed, or if he is able to settle a
charge by informal methods of conference.
conclllation, and persuasion but the person
aggrieved does not consent in writing to the
terms of such settlement, the person aggrieved may commence an action in any
United States district court or State or local
court of competent jurisdiction to enforce
the rights granted or protected by this Act,
insofar as such rights relate to the subject of
the charge. Such actions may be brought in
United States district courts without regard
to the amount in controversy. Courts shall
decide such actions Without regard to the
fact that the Secretary may have declined to
resolve the charges to which they relate or
failed to give timely notice of his intent to
resolve them. or that he may have settled a
charge with the respondent but falled to obtain the written consent of the person aggrieved.
"(b) If the Secretary determines after trying to settle a charge by informal methods of
conference, conclllation, and persuasion that
further efforts are unwarranted, which determination shall not be reviewable in any court,
he shall issue a complaint and promptly
serve a copy of the complaint on the person
or persons who allegedly committed or are
about to commit the discriminatory housing
practices concerned (hereinafter, 'the respondents') and shall also furnish a copy
to the person or persons aggrieved. The Secretary may also issue complaints without a
charge having been filed. if from his own
investigation he has reason to belleve that
a discriminatory housing practice has occurred or is about to occur. No alleged discriminatory housing practice shall be made
the subject of a complaint or of a civil action issued or. commenced under this subsection more .than 180 days after the alleged

practice has occurred, except that a civil action may be commenced with respect to the
subject of an informally settled charge to
which the person aggrieved did not consent
in writing within sixty days of such person
having received notice of the terms of such
settlement.
.. (c) Complaints shall be in writing and
shall state the facts. upon which the allegations of a discriminatory housing practice or
practices are based and When and where a
hearing on such allegations is scheduled to
take piace. Reiated proceedings may be consolidated for hearing. Complaints may be
reasonably and fairly amended at any time.
After the respondents have been given reasonable notice and an opportunity to be
heard, the Secretary shall state his findings
of fact and, if he finds that no discriminatory housing practices have occurred, shall
issue an order dismissing the compiaint, or
if he finds that discriminatory housing practices have occurred or are about to occur,
shall issue an order requiring the respondent
to cease and desist such practices and to take
such affirmative action as wlll effectuate the
pollcies of this Act. Such orders may require a respondent to make reports from
time to time shov;'ing the extent to which he
has compIled with an order. Findings of
fact and orders made or issued under this
subsection shall be determined on the record.
"(d) At any time after a complaint is issued the Secretary may issue a temporary
order restraining the respondent from doing
any act that would tend to render ineffectuai
a final order that the Secretary might issue.
Temporary orders may extend beyond ten
days only if the respondent is first given reasonable notice and an opportunity to be
heard. The Secretary may condition the issuance of a temporary order upon the posting of a bond by the person or persons seeking protection from discrimination. with
such sureties. if any. as the Secretary considers necessary.
"(e) A respondent may file an answer to
the complaint against hiin and with the leave
of the Secretary, which shall be granted
whenever it would be reasonable and fair to
do so. may amend his answer at any time.
Respondents shall be parties and may appear at any stage of the proceedings, with
or wIthout counsel. Persons aggrieved may
submit briefs or other written submissions
on each occasion when such are permitted or
directed, may be present to observe at any
stage of the proceedings, with or Without
counsel, and may appeal or petition for review to the same extent as a party, but
without the permission of the Secretary persons aggrieved may not otherwise participate
in the proceedings. The Secretary may grant
such other persons a right to intervene as
respondents or persons aggrieved or to file
briefs or make oral arguments as amicus
curiae or for other purposes, as he considers
appropriate.
"(f) Hearings shall be on the record. All
testimony shall be taken under oath. Hearings shall be open to the public unless the
respondent and the Secretary agree that they
be private.
"INVESTIGATIONS; SUBPENAS;
EVIDENce

GIVING OF

"SEC. 12. (a) In conducting an investigation the Secretary shall have access at all
reasonable times to premises, records, documents, individuals and other evidence or possibie sources of evidence and may examine
reccrd. and copy such materials and take and
record the testimony or statements of such
persons as are reasonably necessary for the
furtherance of the investigation. The Secretary may issue subpenas to compel his
access to or the production of such materials, or the appearance of such persons, and
may issue interrogatories to a respondent, to
the same extent and subject to the same
limitations as would apply if the subpenas
cr interrogatories were issued or served in
aid of a civll action in the United States
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district court for the district in which the
investigation is taking place. The Secretary
may administer oaths.
"(b) Upon written application to the Secretary, a respondent shall be entitled to the
.issuance of a reasonable number of subpenas
by and in the name of the Secretary to the
same extent and SUbject to the same limitations as subpenas issued by the Secretary
himself. Subpenas issued at the request of
a respondent shall shOW on their face the
name and address of such respondent and
shall state that they were issued at his
request.
"(c) Witnesses summoned by subpena of
the Secretary shall be entitied to the same
witness and mileage fees as are witnesses in
proceedings in United States district courts.
Fees payable to a witness summoned by a
subpena issued at the request of a respondent shall be paid by him.
"(d) Within five days after service of a
subpena upon any person, such person may
petition the Secretary to revoke or modify
the subpena. The Secretary shall grant the
petition if he finds that the subpena requires appearance or attendance at an unreasonable time or place, that it requires
production of evidence which does not relate to any matter under investigation. that
it does not describe With suIDcient particularity the evidence to be produced. that
compliance would be unduly onerous. or for
other good reason.
"( e) In case of contumacy or refusal to
obey a subpena. the Secretary or other person at whose request it was issued may petition for its enforcement in the United
States district court for the district in which
the person to whom the SUbpena was addressed resides. was served, or transacts business.
"(f) Any person who wilfully fails or neglects to attend and testify or to answer
any lawful inquiry or to produce records,
documents, or other evidence, if in his power
to do so, in obedience to the subpena or
lawful order of the secretary, shall be fined
not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more
than one year, or both. Any person Who, with
intent thereby to mislead the Secretary, shall
malce or cause to be made any false entry
or statement of fact in any report, account,
record or other document submitted to the
Secretary pursuant to his subpena or other
order. or shall wilfully neglect or fall to
make or cause to be made full, true and
correct entries in such reports, accounts,
reoords, or other documents, or shall Wilfully
mutllate, alter, or by any other means falsify
any documentary eVidence, shall be fined not
more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more
than one year, or both.
"PATTERN OR PRACTICE ACTIONS

"SEC. 13. Whenever the Attorney General
has reasonable cause to believe that any person or group of persons is engaged in a pattern or practice of resistance to the full enjoyment of any of the rights granted or
protected by this Act he may bring a civil
action in any appropriate United States district court by filing with it a complaint setting forth the facts pertaining to such
pattern or practice and requesting such preventive relief. including an appllcation for
a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order or other order against the
person or persons responsible for such pattern or practice, as he deems necessary to
insure the full enjoyment of the rights
granted or protected by this Act.
"DISOBEDIENCE OF ORDERS; JUDICIAL REVIEW
"SEC. 14. (a) It shall be uniawful to fail
to comply With an order that has riot been
stayed or set aside by the Secretary or by
a court as provided in subsection (b) of
this section. After having first given the
respondent or other person allegedly in disobedience of an order reasonable notice and
an opportunity to be heard, the Secretary, if
he determines that it has been disobeyed.
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may issue such supplemental orders as he
considers appropriate to encourage compUance with such order. Supplemental orders
may Include an order to forfeit not more
than $50 for each day during which the
person found to have disobeyed an order
continues to disobey it. Moneys SO forfeited
shall be paid into the Treasury of the United
States.
"(b) At any time after he has issued an
order the Secretary may petition a court for
its enforcement. Wltbin thirty days after the
Secretary has given notice to all respondents
and persons aggrieved of his decision on the
last appeal to him which is avallable with
respect to a final order isued under subsection (c) of section 11, or within five days
after he has given such notice with respect
to a temporary order Issued under subsection
(d) of section 11 or a supplemental order
Issued under subsection (a) of this section, a
respondent or person aggrieved may petition
a court for review of any such order. The
filing of a petition for enforcement or review
shall not in itself operate to stay an order.
Petitions for enforcement or review of final
orders, other than final orders based on voluntary settlements, shall be to the United
States court of appeals for the circuit in
wbich the discriminatory housing practice
occurred or in which the respondent resides
or transacts business. Petitions for enforcement or review of voluntary settlements, of
temporary orders issued under subsection (d)
of section 11 or of supplemental orders issued
under subsection (a) of this section shall be
to the United States district court for the
district in Which the discriminatory housing
practice occurred or in which the respondent
resides or transacts business; except that
When enforcement or review is sought concurrently both for orders that should be
brought before a district court and for orders
that should be brought before a court of
appeals, the petition with respect to all such
orders shall be to the appropriate court of
appeals.
"(c) Promptly after he petitions for enforcement or after he receives notice that a
petition for review has been filed, the Secretary shall file in the court a copy or the
original of the portions of the record which
are material to the petition for enforcement
or review. Upon the filing of a petition the
court shall conduct further proceedings in
conformity with sections 701 to 706 of title 5
of the United States Code, shall cause notice
of the filing to be served upon all parties and
persons aggrieved and shall thereupon have
exclusive jurisdiction of the proceedings. It
shall have power to grant such stays, temporary reUef or restraining orders as it deems
proper, to affirm, modify, or set aside the
findings or orders of the Secretary in wbole
or in part, or to remand the case to tbe
Secretary for further proceedings. Tbe findings of fact of the Secretary shall be conclusive if supported by SUbstantial evidence.
Enforcement or review shall be upon the
record which the order was based, except
that the court may, in its discretion, take
additional evidence upon a showing that it
was offered to and improperly exclUded by
the Secretary or could not reasonably have
been produced before him or was not available.
"(d) The Attorney General shall conduct
all litigation to which the Secretary is a party
pursuant to this Act.
"EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

"SEC. 15. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to invalidate or Umit any law of a
State or political subdivision of a State, or of
any other jurisdiction in which this Act shall
be effective, that grants, guarantees, or protects the same rights as are granted by this
Act; but any law of a State, a political subdiVision, or other such jurisdiction that purports to require or permit any action that
would be a discriminatory housing practice
under this Act shall to that extent be invalid.
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January I, 1968. All housing other than exempted housing of reUg10us institutions
"SEC. 16. The Secretary may cooperate with would be covered from and after January I,
State and local agencies charged with the ad- 1969, with the exception of the "Mrs. Murministration of State and local fair housing phy" provision.
The Act would also prohibit "blockbustlaws and, with the consent of such agencies,
utillze the services of such agencies and their ing," discrimination in the financing of
housing,
discrimination in the provision of
employees and, notWithstanding any other
provision of law, may reimburse such agen- services or admission to membership by real
cies and their employees for services rendered estate organizations, and Interference with
to assist him in carrying out this Act. In or threats against persons enjoying or "at_
furtherance of such cooperative efforts, the tempting to enjoy any of the rights which
Secretary may enter into written agreements the Act grants or protects.
Responsiblilty for administration and enwith such State or local agencies, and such
agreements may include provisions under forcement would rest with the Secretary of
wbich the Secretary shall refrain from issu- Housing and Urban Development. He would
ing complaints in any class of cases specified use the time during which the enforcement
in such agreements. The Secretary shall ter- provisions gradually went into effect to conminate any such agreement whenever he de- sult with housing Industry leaders and state
termines that it no longer serves the interest and local officials and otherwise carryon
of effective enforcement of this Act. All agree- educational and consultation activities.
The Secretary would be required to seek
ments and terminations thereof shall be pUba VOluntary solution in every case. If his atlished in the Federal Register.
tempt was unsuccessful, he would be aul'APPROPRIATIONS
thorized to issue a complaint, hold hear"SEC. 17. There are hereby authorized to ings and, if the evidence disclosed that disbe appropriated such sums as are necessary criminatory acts had occurred, issue o~ders
to carry out the purposes of this Act.
granting appropriate relief. All orders of the
Secretary would be subject to jUdicial re"SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS
view.
"SEC. 18. If any provisions of this Act or the
A person who believed that he had been
application thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of the injured by a discriminatory housing practice
Act and the application of the provision to could file a charge with the Secretary. The
other persons not similarly situated or to Secretary would not be required to conclllor to issue a complaint on the basis of
other circumstances shall not be affected ate
every charge so filed, but if he did not, the
thereby."
person filing the charge could commence an
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, the action himself in any court of competent
Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. jurisdiction.
Attorney General would be empowered
BROOKE] and I jointly submit this to The
Initiate SUits in United States district
amendment for ourselves, Mr. PROX- courts
to eliminate patterns or practices of
MIRE-housing discrimination. The Secretary could
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, may we cede his jurisdiction to state or local fair
housing agencies In appropriate cases or cohave order so that Senators may hear?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senate operate with them without ceding his juriswill be in order. Attaches will please take diction.
"COOPERATION WITH STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES ADMINISTERING FAIR HOUSING LAWS

their seats. The Senator will withhold
until order is restored.
The Senator from Minnesota may
proceed.
•
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, the
Senator from Massachusetts
[Mr.
BROOKE] and I jointly submit this amendment for ourselves, Mr. CASE, Mr. PnoxMIRE, Mr. MUSKIE, Mr. WILLIAMS of New
Jersey, Mr. LONG of Missouri, Mr. MCGEE,
Mr. NELSON, and possibly other members
of the Committee on Banking and Currency.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD a
summary of the proposed amendment,
questions and answers describing the
proposed fair housing amendment, with
the exception of the Mrs. Murphy exception, and a summary of the constitutional
arguments which establish, in my opinion
beyond doubt, the constitutionality of the
Fair Housing Act.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MONDALE. I thank the Presiding
Officer.
There being no objection, the items
requested ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE PROPOSED
FAm HOUSING ACT OF 1967

1. Who will be covered?

The Act will "cover brokers, property
owners, managers and anyone else who participates in the sale, rental or financing of
housing.
2. What are the stages oj coverage?

The first stage is federally assisted housing-essentially, housing with FHA or VAguaranteed mortgages or public housing.
This is the same housing which is already
covered by the President's Order on Equal
Opportunity in Housing of November 20,
1962 (Exec. Ord. 11063). (The implementation of that Order by federal agencies, however, has not been quite as broad as the
Order itself. In partiCUlar, because they
lacked sufficient enforcement personnel, the
agencies exempted owner-occupied one- and
tWO-family homes.)
The second stage, from and after January
I, 1968, Is housing held for sale or rent by
someone other than its occupant and housing for five or more families, whether or not
one of its occupants is its owner.
The third stage, from and after January
I, 1969, Is all housing. (But religious institutions "could continue to give preference
In housing to persons of their own religion.)
The Act's prohibitions against discrimination in the financing of housing, and in
membership in, or obtaining the services of,
THE PROPOSED FAm HOUSING ACT OF 1967: . real estate organizations will not become
SUMMARY
effective in stages. They go completely into
The Act would gradually prohibit discrimi- effect on and after January 1, 1968. To have
nation on account of race, color, religion or put them into effect in stages would not
national origin in the sale or rental of hous- have made sense. For example, how can a
ing. Housing already SUbject to the Presi- real estate organization not discriminate as
dent's Order on Equal Opportunity in Hous- to membership only with respect to flveing would be covered immediately. Housing family homes?
held for sale or rent by someone other than
The Act's provision against threats or
its occupant and housing for five or more coercion of persons who exercise the rights
families would be covered from and after it grants or protects becomes effective imme-
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diately. Thus, as the previous rights become
effective, in stages or from and after January I, 1968, this provision will come into
effect to protect persons in their exercise
of them.
3. Why does the Act go into effect only
gradually?

Responsibility for enforcement of the Act
will rest with the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, which already has
the responsibility for enforcing the President's Order on Equal Opportunity in Housing. ThUS, the Department can begin the
first stage of enforcement with very little
"tooling up," because the first stage of coverage is identical to the coverage of the President's Order. The next two stages of coverage are timed to coincide,~oughly, with the
time it will take the Depllrtment to hire
and train its new personnel and establish
its operational procedures.
The delay will also permit the Department
of Housing and Urban Development to carry
on educational and consultation activities,
to acquaint the housin~ industry and the
country generally with the provisions of the
Act before it goes into effect.
4. What exemptions does the. Act have?

There is an exemption to permit religious
institutions or schools, etc., affiliated with
them, to give preference in housing to persons of their own religion despite the Act.
But religions whose membership is limited
to persons of particUlar races, colors or national origin are not permitted to make use
of this exemption.
There is a "Mrs. Murphy" exempt.ion. And,
insofar as a homeowner honestiy chooses a
roomer on the basis of personal friendship,
or because he is a relative, for example, he
would not violate the Act. The act forbids
refusals only on the basis of "race, color, religion or national origin."
5. How will the Act be enforced?
Primary responsibility for enforcement Is
vested in the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. It will establish local
offices throughout the country for this purpose as needed. The Department will employ
hearing examiners, who will be appointed and
will serve in accordance with the Administrative Procedure Act.
Persons who believe they have been dlscriminated against may file a charge with
the Department. If the Department decides
to process the charge, it will so notify the
person. If it decides not to, or fails to give
notice Within 30 days, the person can bring
his own action In any court of competent
jurisdiction.
The Department must always first try to
settle a charge voluntarily, by conciliation
and agreement. Only if that fails can it Issue
a complaint and hold hearings.
The Attorney General will also be empowered to enforce the Act, but only when
a "pattern or practice" of resistance to its
provisions Is found to exist.
6. Will persons who disagree with the Department Of Housing and Urban Development's interpretation Of the Act have any
recourse?

All orders of the Department will be subject to review by the Federal courts. In addition, the Department will be SUbject to the
provisions of the Administrative Procedure
Act in all its operations under the Fair Housing Act.
7. What effect will the Act have on State
or local fair housing laws?
None. It will leave them in effect. In appropriate cases, the Department of Housing and
Urban Development may even cede its jurisdiction to State· or local agencies, or cooperate with them in joint operations.
8. What effect would the Act have on tlLe
President's Order on Equal Opportunity in
Housing (Exec. Ora. 11063)?

None. It will leave it In effect. However,
once the Act becomes fully effective, the Order will no longer be necessary, because the
Act will cover everything which it covers,
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color, religion or national origin Is such a law
because discrimination in housing forces its
victims
to live in segregated areas, or "ghet9. Does congress have the constitutional
power to prohibit discrimination in housing? toes," and the benefits of government are iess
Yes. Supreme Court decisions clearly state available In ghettoes.
that Congress has this power both under the
That the benefits of government are less
Fourteenth Amendment and the Commerce available In ghettoes can be amply docuClause. A summary of these decisions has mented. The ghetto child Is more likely to
been prepared and is available.
go to an inferior school. His parents are more
10. Will the Act prohibit "blockbusting"?
likely to lack adequate pUblic transportation
Yes. Section 4(e) prohibits blockbusting. facll1ties to commute to and from places of
11. Will the Act make it a crime to dis- work, and so will miss employment opporcriminate in housing?
tunities. Local building and housing laws are
No. All its enforcement provisions are civil not, or cannot be, effectively enforced in
In nature. An individual who disobeys the ghettoes. Federal subsidies for private housAct and refuses voluntarily to correct the Ing bypass the ghetto and flow Instead to the
harm he has done may be ordered by the suburbs. Freeways are typically routed
Department of Urban Development (or, if through ghettoes, because land there Is
necessary, by a court) to take appropriate cheaper and their Inhabitants less able to
action, but such orders cannot Include fines, organize politlcaily to oppose them. Most sigImprisonment or other criminal punishment. nificantly of all, law enforcement is least ef12. Why does the Act cover religious as fective In the ghetto, although It is there
well as racial, color, and national-origin dis- that It Is needed most. The slum Inhabitant
must take for granted that he and his chilcrimination?
Although discrimination on religious dren live in continual danger of physical
grounds is not a major problem in housing, attack.
It Is no objection to Its validity that Fedit nevertheless exists and Is appropriately
dealt with along with the other forms of dis- eral fair housing legislation would prohibit
private acts of discrimination In housing as
crimination.
13. Will not the passage of a Fair Housing well as discrimination by State or local governments. The objection arises from a false
Act lower property values?
No. Careful, well documented studies have analogy between judicial enforcement and
shown that in the overwhelming majority of congressional enforcement of the Equal Procases property values In unsegregated neigh- tection Clause. The power of a court to enborhoods actually rise slightly faster than force the Clause arises directly from the
property values in all-White neighborhoods. Clause itself, which speaks only of what
The only general exception Is when panic States are forbidden to do. Hence, the courts
selllng occurs, and even then the drop Is tem- can only forbid action by States (or their
porary. The Act deals with this exception, local subdivisions). But the power of Contoo, by prohibiting "blockbusting"-the gress to enforce the Clause arises from Secpractice of frightening homeowners into sel1- tion 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment
ing at a low price by telllng them that their (quoted supra), from which grants a legisneighborhood Is, or is about to be, Integrated. lative power, and legislative powers are
State and local fair housing laws have exercisable in accordance with the Necessary
been In existence for several years. and in no and Proper Clause. That Clause grants Conarea have there been reports that property gress the power, "To make all Laws which
shall be necessary and proper for carrying
values have fallen on that account.
14. Would the Act prohibit a person from into Execution . . . all . . . Powers vested
refusing to sellar 1'ent for any reason other by this Constitution in the Government of
than race, color, religion or national origin? the United States, .. ," (Tile Constitution,
No. Other reasons for refusing would con- Article I, Section 8, Clause 18.)
tinue to be as valid as they are now. For The scope of the Necessary and Proper
example, property owners will continue to Clause has been settled at least since Chief
be free to refuse to sell or rent to people Justice Marshall formUlated It in 1819
Who cannot meet the price, who have bad (McCulloch v. Maryland., 4 Wheat. 316). It
credit rating,s, who fail to provide adequate is amply broad enough to Include laws afcharacter or financial references, etc.
fecting private conduct as well as laws for15. Will a person against whom a com- bidding actions by State or local governplaint Of discrimination is issued have to ments. Katzenbach v. 1florgan, supra, 384
prove that he dia not discriminate?
U.S. at 648-51; United States v. Guest, 383
No. The burden of proof rests on the De- U.S. 745, 762, 782-84.
partment of Housing and Urban DevelopTHE COMMERCE CLAUSE
ment, or the compiaining person, to prove
Housing is one of America's principal
that the defending person d.id discriminate
on the basis of race, color, religion or na- Industries. In 1965, it added $27.6 billion
of new Investment to the economy-more,
tional origin.
for example, than the $22.9 billion contributed that same year by all American agriFAIR HOUSING ACT OF 1967
culture. And a large part of the housing
SUMMARY OF CONSTITUTIONAL BASES
industry is interstate. Forty-one million tons
The Constitution provides two Independ- of lumber and finished wood stock were
ent bases of support for Federal fair-housing shipped in the United States in 1963, and
legislation: the Fourteenth Amendment and forty-three per cent of it was shipped 500
the Commerce Clause.
miles or more. About one out of six residential mortgages are on property located in
THE 14TH AMENDMENT
Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment a different state from that of the mortgage
Includes the Equal Protection Clause, which lender. Every year more than two million
forbids a State to deny to any person within people move their place of residence from
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the one state to another.
The meaning of these statistics was illuslaws, and Section 5 of the Amendment reads:
"The Congress shall have power to enforce, trated by the testimony last year of Mr.
by appropriate legislation, the provisions of William J. Levitt to SUbcommittee No. 5 of
the House JUdiciary Committee. Mr. Levitt
this article [i.e., of this Amendment.)"
One kind of law which Congress may val- is the President of Levitt & Sons, Inc., a
idly enact to enforce the Equal Protection major builder of homes, and is a supporter
Clause is a law to remove obstacles in the of fair housing legislation. He testified:
"Perhaps 80 per cent of the materials that
way of persons' securing the equal benefits
of government-benefits which a State could go into our houses come from across state
not discriminatorily deny them Without vio- lines,"
"With the possible exception of the New
lating the Clause itself. Katzenbach v.
York Community that we are building now,
Morgan, 384 U.S. 641. A law prOhibiting discrimination in housing on account of race, every other community In which we build re-
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Finally, there are two new and hopefrom Massachusetts fMr. BROOKE], the
Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. PROXMIRE], ful trends which· are worthy of sPecial
the Senator from Maine [Mr. MUSKIE] , attention. There is growing evidence of
the Senator from New Jersey £Mr. WIL- changing attitudes on the part of both
the public and the real estate industry.
LIAMS], the Senator from Missouri [Mr.
LONG], the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. Twenty-two States have adopted fair
MCGEE], and the Senator from nIinois housing laws, five of them during 1967.
In addition, 84 cities, villages. and coun[Mr. PERCY].
It is a clear majority of the member- ties, together with the District ofColumship of the Banking and Currency Com- bia, have adopted fair housing ordimittee that joins me in sponsoring a fair nances. Forty-three of these were
adopted during 1967. Most of these laws
housing amendment.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, I and ordinances have serious shortcomings in coverage and enforcement, and
cannot hear the speaker.
may
even be tokenistic frauds, they are
The PRESIDING OFFICER. (Mr. important
informing the Congress
YOUNG of Ohio in the chair). Let there that local in
communities recognize the
be order in the Chamber.
need and desirability of taking a stand
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, we are on fair housing.
most hopeful that the Senate will give
This community acceptance does afcareful and thorough consideration to fect housing policies. The Department of
this fair housing amendment, because in Defense testified, in respect to its efforts
our judgment the case for it is compel- to promote desegregated off-base housling.
ing, that the existence of a State law or
There is no doubt that national fair local ordinance created a better climate
housing legislation is a controversial is- of cooperation on the part of the local
Labor Board v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., sue, but the grave urgency of the urban community and landlords in the commu301 U.S. I, 36--37. Nor does it matter that crisis requires immediate congressional nity, With this important shift in pUbwhen Congress exercises its powers, Its motive action. The barriers of housing discrimi- lic understanding of the issue, the ConIs not solely to protect commerce. It can as nation stifle hope and achievement, and gress should proceed to pass an adequate,
validly act for moral reasons. Hearl 0/ At- promote rage and despair; they tell the
comprehensive law which provides equal
lanta Motel v. United States, 379 U.S. 241,
Negro citizen trapped in an urban slum coverage for all areas of the country.
257. And It does not matter that the effects
Representatives of significant segments
against Which Congress legislates may be there is no escape, that even were he
minor or that, taken Individually, they are able to get a decent education and a good of the real estate industry indicated durjob,
he
would
still
not
have
the
freedom
insignificant. The constitutional basis Is
ing hearings last summer that the viewpresent so long as the effects on commerce, other Americans enjoy to choose where point of the industry may be changing,
taken as a Whole, are present in measurable he and his family will live.
and that many realtors no longer accept
amounts. Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. 111,
Outlawing discrimination in the sale the myths about fair housing, and are
125 (AgriCUltural Adjustment Act of 1938 applled to a farmer who sowed only 23 acres or rental of housing will not free those arguing for a change in national policy.
of wheat and sold none of It In Interstate trapped in ghetto squalor, but it is an They emphasized with equal vigor that
commerce, because It nevertheless affected absolutely essential first step which must fair housing legislation must be nahow much other wheat would be shipped in be taken-and taken soon. For fair hous- tional and uniform in coverage.
interstate commerce.) Mabee v. White Plains ing legislation is a basic keystone to any
It is our hope that we will be able to
Publishing Co., 327 U.S. 178. (Fair Labor solution of our present urban crisis. discuss this amendment fully and comStandards Act applied to a newspaper whose Forced ghetto housing, which amounts pletely, and after that time, proceed to
circulation of 9000 copies Included only 45 to the confinement of minority group a vote on its merits. In 1966, a majority
caples malled to another state.)
Americans to "ghetto jails" condemns of the Senate voted for cloture on a bill
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, we sub- to failure every single program designed containing fair housing legislation, and
mit it as an amendment to H.n. 2516, the to relieve the fantastic pressures on our we believe that a majority of the Senpending bill, to protect civil rights work- cities. No amount of education aid will ate would approve this measure in a vote
ers. The amendment is title IV of the repair the inherent weakness of segre- on its merits.
Mr. President, while it is true that
Civil Rights Act. It would extend the gated schools, whether de jure or de
principle of fair housing to the sale and facto. No amount of money spent on the Banking and Currency Committee
rental of real estate in our country.
manpower training or jobs will eliminate has not had an opportunity to act
It is very clear at this point that this ghetto unemployment when the jobs are formally on the proposal which I offer
will be our only opportunity for Senate moving to the suburbs. Declining tax with the sponsorship of the Senator
consideration of civil rights legislation base, poor sanitation, loss of jobs, inade- from Massachusetts [Mr. BROOKE] and
in this session. It is also clear that there quate educational opportunity, and ur- others-a majority of that committeesimply will not be time for the Senate ban squalor will persist as long as dis- to the Senate today, we did have sweepBanking and Currency Committee to act crimination forces millions to live in the ing, impressive, and thorough hearings
before that committee.
on S. 1358, the proposed Fair Housing rotting cores of central cities.
Act, so that it might be considered and
Those hearings have been printed and
Even more important, our failure to
acted upon during this debate.
abolish the ghetto will reinforce the are available to the Members of the
Senator BROOKE and I have therefore growing alienation of white and black Senate. The hearings were held on Auprepared S. 1358 as an amendment to America. It will insure two separate gust 21, 22, and 23, of last year.
The record made at those hearings, in
H.R. 2516, and offer it with but one Americas constantly at war with one anchange. We have included the so-called other, increasingly unable to come to my opinion, represents the final and
complete argument in favor of the adopMrs. Murphy amendment which was terms on any issue.
There is a critical debate now under- tion of the amendrnent which we procontained in the Civil Rights Act of
1966, as passed by the House in 1966. This way in the ghetto. The issue is quite pose today. The hearings brought towould exemPt from coverage the sale or simple-whether there is any basic de- gether, under ope cover, a host of new
rental of owner-occupied dwellings of up cency in white America and whether evidence and iriformation that showed
to four units-approximately 2.3 million white America ever really intends to per- the importance of this proposal, its
dwellings in our country. In doing so, we mit equality and full opportunity to necessity, and its workability.
are aware that the Banking and Cur- black Americans, with all that that
The hearings established several
rency Committee has not had executive equality and opportunity involves. We points.
sessions on the bill, but I am pleased to believe that our continuing failure to put
The first point established is that fair
announce that a majority of the mem- an end to segregated housing lends a housing is an essential and indispensable
bers of that committee support the powerful argument to the black separat- ingredient if we are going to solve the
proposal.
ists and black racists, and can only speed problems of American cities.
The Banking Committee sponsors of the process of separation and alienaWitness after witness, from Roy Wilkthe amendment are myself, the Senator tion.
ings to leaders in the real estate industry,

celves Its financing from a state other than
the one in which It is located."
"75 to 80 per cent" of Levitt & Sons' advertising is interstate.
"Out-of-state purchasers ron from about
35 to 40 per cent, on the low side, to some
70 per cent, on the high side."
Discrimination In housing affects this commerce In several ways. The confinement of
Negroes and other minority groups to older
homes In ghettoes restricts the number of
new homes which are bullt and consequently
reduces the amount of building materials
and residential financing which moves across
state lines. Negroes, especially those In the
professions or In business, are less likely to
change their place of residence to another
state in order to obtain better employment
positions when housing discrimination would
force them to move their familles into
ghettoes. The result is both to reduce the
interstate movement of Individuals and to
hinder the efficient allocation of labor among
the interstate components of the economy.
The Commerce Clause grants Congress the
power to protect interstate commerce from
adverse effects such as these. Katzenbach v.
MCClung, 379 U.S. 294. Its power to do so
is not restricted to goods actually in transit.
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leaders of the clergy, and witnesses from
every other walk of life, testified that
the insult of racially segregated housing
patterns creates a sense of rage and
frustration and a crisis which contributes enormously to the explosiveness of
these communities. Some have said that
fair housing is a formalistic ritual, traditionally carried out by civil rights leadership.
But one of the key issues established
beyond doubt by the hearings to which
I have referred is that fair housing is a
key and indispensable part of any solution of the interracial problems of our
country.
The record also established that property values do not in fact fall, as is the
myth, when Negroes move into previously all-white neighborhoods. Almost
every study confirms this fact. In fact,
the very practice of blockbusting is based
on the opposite theory-that prices in
fact will rise.
The most well-known study was done
by Mr. Luigi Laurenti, in 1960, in which
he analyzed 10,000 property transfers in
seven cities. The data showed that the
entry of nonwhites into formerly alIwhite neighborhoods does not necessarily send real estate prices plunging
downward. In 85 percent of the cases involved, the property values increased,
and in only 15 percent did the prices
decrease.
The next point of a fundamental nature that was clearly established in these
hearings is that the old monolithic opposition of the real estate industry to
fair housing proposals has been broken,
and we begin to see a change, a fundamental change, in the attitude of the real
estate industry. Many responsible, substantial, and experienced realtors from
across the country appeared to testify in
the most urgent terms on behalf of a
sweeping fair housing proposal. The
testimony to which I have referred, which
appears in the record, shows that the
old notion that all realtors are opposed
to fair housing is no longer a fact. I
would say that the more responsible leadership in the real estate industry now
predominantly favors a resolution of this
dispute through fair housing legislation.
This certainly has been the experience
in my own State, where initially the real
estate industry opposed fair housing legislation; but now that they have experienced it, many now stand in its support,
and most of the opposition has disappeared.
Third, the hearings destroyed the constitutional issue. In the period from the
time fair housing was first introduced
and the time when we will consider it in
voting, the U.S. Supreme Court has
issued many rulings which clearly develop, without any doubt, the validity of
this proposal on constitutional grounds.
During the course of these hearings
we heard from the distinguished Attorney General of the United States, Mr.
Clark, who testified that he had "no
doubt whatsoever" about the constitutionality of this measure. We heard from
the distinguished deans of law schools
throughout thecountry-Dean Robert F.
Drinan, Dean Jefferson Fordham, and
Dean Louis Pollak, of three nationally
respected law schools-all of whom testl-
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fied that in their judgment such legislation is constitutional and would be upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court.
In addition, a committee of distinguished constitutional experts and lawyers, headed by the impressive Mr. Sol
Rabkin, of the Legal Committee of the
National Commission Against Discrimination in Housing, testified that the legislation was absolutely and unqualifiedly
constitutional.
The law school deans also testified that
the privacy or inviolability of personal
property rights is a nonexistent right,
because the possession or the use of property has always been subject to regulation by the State.
Dean Fordham said it this way:
The familiar insistence that an owner be
protected is a freedom to dispose of his property as he pleases, especially his residence, is
not compelling. It is elementary that property rights are not absolute. They are subject to all sorts of restraints in the public
interest. I suggest that from the standpoint
of human need and fulfillment. freedom to
acquire and enjoy is more important than
freedom of disposition. And I lay particular
stress upon this point.

We could explore the constitutional
issue at great length, but the hearings
to which I have referred amassed overwhelming and irrefutable authority establishing without doubt the constitutionality of the amendment I have presented to the Senate.
The next point that the hearings established was that such legislation, while exceedingly important, is actually a fairly
modest proposal.
Finally, the laws of economics will determine who can buy a house. All that
legislation such as this would do would
be to eliminate the discriminatory business practices which might prevent a person economically able to do so from purchasing a house regardless of his race.
The next point which the hearings
established-,-I believe a very significant
point--is that States which have fair
housing laws have not experienced mass
migration of Negroes into white neighborhoods. Indeed, one of the standard
arguments traditionally against fair
housing, which we have heard from the
real estate industry and from others, is
a host of nightmares which they have
conjured up about the disarray and tensions which would develop if housing
were available without discrimination,
and the horror stories that have been
told to the American people about what
would happen if fair housing laws were
in fact adopted.
Mr. President, we have had an opportunity to test those theories. It is no
longer a question of what might happen
in the abstract. Several States have
sound fair housing laws. Many more
communities have had them and have
dealt with them for some years.
Those horror stories have been proved
to be only nightmares, and, in fact, in
every instance the fair housing statutes
and fair housing ordinances have worked
exceedingly well, without disruption.
Many communities that have fought bitterly over this measure have wondered,
after the fact, what the basis was for all
the consternation.
Next, these hearings established that
this bill is an absolute and necessary part
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of any solution to the urban crisis. It is
equally as important psychologically to
the decent Negro, and will disarm some of
the black racists.
One of the real issues that this Congress cannot avoid is the fact that the
moderate civil rights leader in the ghetto
is under siege. He is being attacked by
his black racist competitor on the ground
that there is not a decent America; that
white America does not intend, in fact.
to permit all persons, regardless of color.
to enjoy the fullness of American life;
that there is a basic indecency in white
America that is incorrigible through lawful processes; and that, therefore, the
only way the Negro in our Nation can
receive his fair share of the fullness of
American life is through violence,
through threats, through resort to illegal
tactics, through hatred, and through
intimidation.
Our friends in the ghetto who believe
in due process-thankfully, they are by
far in the majority-have not abandoned
their hope that lawful processes can adjust these outrageous wrongs. But we
have provided little by way of example
from which they can argue. We have not
shown in a substantial way that white
America in fact is a decent white America. that those who argue for moderation
and lawful processes are correct in that
strategy.
As Whitney Young said with respect
to another issue, but it is relevant here:
I do not need your compliments, but I
must have something In my hand.

Moderate leaders have continued to
fight, but we must strengthen them
against the forces of violence. We can
strengthen them not through rhetoric
but acts of solemn commitment; not
through good will, but through measures
that have teeth and meaning, in the eyes
of every American, black or white, measures that cannot be argued with.
Mr. President, next this hearing
clearly established the value and effect
of law as a teacher, as an influence in
changing community attitudes and viewpoints. Several of the state and local
officials stressed this point. That was the
experience under the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 in the desegregation of public
accommodations.
Next this hearing gave Us hope for the
future of this legislation. Primarily it
appears that the attitude of the country
is changing. We see increasing growth of
voluntary citizens' committees throughout the country urging decency in the
sale and rental of housing. We see dramatic growth in the number of laws on
a State and local level which demonstrates the desire of decent Americans
for the solution of this problem. We see
a growing number of public officials who
support fair housing and who have,
through intelligent discussion of that issue, shown that Americans will respond
affirmatively when they understand.
We are seeing that a growing number
of Negro Americans are increasingly insisting that this outrageous insult of segregated racial living patterns be removed
from American society.
The next point that this hearing disclosed is that one of the biggest problems we face is the lack of experience in
actually living next to Negroes. In areas
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where there is integration there isgen- he had to commute many miles every that report a Federal fair housing law in
erally good harmony and this under- day, a great disadvantage, to work in the order to mjnjmize the impact of housing
scores a point that is fundamental to a plant that previously had been but a few segregation on education.
healthy America. If we are going to live blocks from his nome.
Mr. President, in the 1967 report of the
separatelY in white ghettos and Negro
Representatives from the National U.s. Commission on Civil Right.s, there
ghettos, if all we are going to know about Committee Against Discrimination in is a separate chapter which deals with
each other is not who we are, what our Housing testified regarding recent U.s. heartbreaking conditions in education in
abilities. might be, what are our strong Department of Labor reports relating to the ghettos of our country.
and weak points, then all we will ever subemployment in slum ghettos in large
As they put it:
learn about each other is What we see cities. These reports show that unemYou Just can't tnake it. They want in on
through caricature, through indirection, ployment is so much worse in the slum the American dream that they see on their
through distance, and through lack of ghettos than in the country as a whole. broken-down television screens in living
human understanding. In that case, I The national unemployment rates are rooms with the sofa that has half broken
see little or no hope for a trulY United utterly irrelevant in considering the down.
Past generations of Americans have escaped
states.
problems of minority workers. Any
This issue is, again, not one of theory. thinking about unemployment in terms from the economic insecurity and meanness
It is one of fact. There are many, many of 3.7 or 4 percent completely ignores the of ghetto life by bettering their economic cirobtaining for themselves or
integrated living areas in this country. slum. In the slum in contrast to the na- cumstances,
their children a good education, and moving
The experience in them has been far tional unemployment rates, a few per- outside the ghetto. For many reasons these
more enriching and fulfilling than one sons have a decent job, up to one-half are avenues are closed to most Negroes.
might initially believe. Therefore one unable to earn better than a povertyOne of the most significant barriers
wonders whetl:er the understanding level income, and between 10 to 20 perwhich this Nation needs and the people cent of those who should be working are impeding progress and opportunity for
need of each other can be accomplished not working at all. Thus, it is not an issue Negroes is in the ghetto schools which
unless we decide we will live together of jobs alone or an issue of housing alone. provide inadequate education for Negroes
and not separately.
The next point these hearings clearly and has failed to equip Negroes with the
The next point that this hearing estab- establish is that housing discrimination skills needed for competition in the job
lished without any doubt is that housing has a serious adverse effect on education ~arket.
Negroes are less likely to finish public
discrimination has a serious effect on in the ghettos.
than Whites and they are much more
Negro employment and an adverse effect,
Rabbi Rudin testified that it is virtu- school
to attend schools with high dropout
because industries are increasingly lo- ally impossible to provide high quality likely
rates. In Cleveland, John Stafford, principal
cating in the suburbs.
education to disadvantaged minorities as of the almost all-Negro Glenville High
We have heard of the experience of the long as they are restricted to living in School, testified that almost 30 percent of
plant which Aero-Jet General estab- older congested sections of cities. The his students dropped out of school between
lishen. in Watts following that tragic opportunity to go to school with mem- 10th grade and graduation.
As early as the third grade. the average
riot. I think my figures are correct. They bers of other racial and ethnic and ecoadvertised for 75 employees to work in nomic groups tends to improve the edu- Negro stUdent in the United states is one
year behind the average white student in
this military tent factory and 5,500 resi- cational achievement of disadvantaged verbal
achievement. And by the 12th grade,
dents applied for those 75 jobs. The truth children, according to findings of edu- the average
Negro student is nearly three
is that more and more jobs are fleeing the cational research on the subject. De facto years behind the average White stUdent.
rotting core of American cities. They are, segregation in schools and education is
John Solar, Executive Director of the Haras Secretary Weaver pointed out, going directly traceable to the existing patterns lem Neighborhood Association and a resident
"horizontal" into cheaper land areas of of racially segregated housing. This Na- of Harlem, told the New York State Advisory
our suburb:>. The Negro finds himself, tion simply cannot afford to allow its Committee:
"[Nlow it really isn't • •• necessary to say
not alone in substandard housing, but efforts to provide the best education posin a predicament where jobs he once held sible to all its people to be thwarted by to a person, 1 am sorry, you can't have the
job because you are Negro. What happens
have left his area and are beyond his actions of private persons, actions which more frequently now is that they say, you
reach.
are at least antisocial and immoral and can't have the job because you are not propSecretary Robert Weaver testified re- ultimately amount to a covert contra- erly educated, you are not motivated, you are
garding the effect of segregation on em- vention of our public policy in favor of not prepared.
"This is quite damning, because you see
ployment as follows: Between 1960 and equal educational opportunity. Fair
1965 from one-half to two-thirds of all housing is, therefore, more than merely how t/tis prejudice has operated for so long
that
now it's no longer necessary to say, 1
new factories, stores, and other mer- housing. It is part of an educational bill
don't want you because you are black. 1 don·t
cantile buildings in all sections of the cf rights for all citizens.
want you because you are just not prepared,
country, except in the South were loGeorge Meany testified that it is not and it has been an educational system that
cated outside the central cities of metro- an exaggeration to say that open hous- has worked to create this condition."
politan areas. This indicates that ex- ing is absolutely essential to the realistic
Mr. President, recently I completed
panding job opportunities are going to be achievement of such accepted goals as
in or near suburbia rather than in the desegregated schools and equal opportu- reading a new book, entitled "Death at
core cities. Since 80 percent of the non- nity. Schools are the most obVious ex- an Early Age," the story of the experiwhite population of the metropolitan ample that much of the statutory civil ence of one teacher trying to teach the
deprived,
predominantly
areas in 1967 lives in central cities, the rights progress of recent years will be CUlturally
handicaps of nonwhite jobseekers are little more than theoretical until open Negro students, in the ghettos of Boston.
I defy any American to read the exapparent. Unless they are going to be housing becomes a reality. The typical
able to move in the suburban commu- public grammar schools and neighbor- perience of this young, committed teachnities through the elimination of housing hood operation, the composition of the er to see the destruction of the feelings,
discrimination and the provision of low- study body, is therefore determined by of the hopes, of the aspirations of these
and moderate-cost housing, they are that of the residents. In the long run the children in this Boston ~etto school,
going to be deprived of many jobs be- soundest way to attack segregated edu- and stand up and say that we are dealcause they will be unable to live in the cation is to attack the segregated neigh- ing fairly with all Americans in our
country.
central city and work in the suburbs- borhood.
At the heart of the educational probsimply because they cannot afford the
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
high cost of transportation.
has recently published a study entitled lem is the deeply seated and growing
One of our witnesses testified to the "Racial Isolation in the Public Schools." pattern of racially segregated housing
relocation of one of these plants from a This report demonstrated that there is a throughout the land.
The next point that the hearings decentral city location to the suburbs. This relationship between the confinement of
Negro witness pointed out that his white Negroes to central city ghettos and in- velop is that State and local laws, while
fellow employees simply purchased hous- ferior educational opportunity. For this experience has been generally good, just
ing near the new site of the plant, but reason, since housing discrimination pro- have not been in existence long enough
that he was unable to do so because of duces inequality of educational opportu- to change the complexion of the ghetto.
In failing to come to grips with the
discrimination in the sale of housing and nity, the Commission reeommended in
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problem of residential segregation and
its attendant evils, Congress appears to
be oblivious to what has been happening
throughout the country. At this moment,
22 States have adopted fair housing laws,
five of them during 1967. The laws of
four other States, Connecticut, Indiana,
Massachusetts, and, I am proud to say,
my own State of Minnesota, were
amended this past year in order to
strengthen them. Minnesota's law is now
one of the strongest in the Nation and
covers most of the housing market.
In addition to the states, 84 cities, villages, and counties, together with t~e
District of Columbia, have adopted fall'
housing ordinances. And for those of us
who live in the Metropolitan Washington
area and believe housing discrimination
is a national disgrace, it has been· a
source of local pride to have Marylapd
this year become the first border state to
adopt a fair housing law and both Montgomery County and Prince Georges
County adopt separate ordinances that
improve upon the statewide law.
It is some measure of the rate at which
such laws are being passed that of the
84 local ordinances, 43 were adopted in
1967, the great majority since midsummer.
And even these figures are becoming
outdated almost as I speak. For example,
Detroit, Mich., adopted a fair housing
law only last week. In Alexandria, Va.,
just across the Potomac River, the city
council is establishing a new department
to carry out a voluntary open housing
policy. And within the past few days,
open housing laws have been enacted in
Louisville, Ky., by a newly elected Democratic city council which reversed the decision of the previous Republican-controlled council, and in Milwaukee, Wis.,
where a white Catholic priest, Father
James Groppi, has led more than 100
marches demanding enactment of a
strong open housing law.
Perhaps at this point some Members
of this body will feel that if progress is
being made in open housing, there is no
need for Congress to act. I do not believe
so. These scattered and local developments, far from absolVing us from action,
make it even more important than before that Congress enact a national fair
housing law that will place all states and
all localities upon an equal footing.
The local and State open housing
laws being enacted represent a hodgepodge of good and bad. Some. are good
laws, but most are ineffective at best, and
a few are tokenlstic frauds. Too many of
them have glaring loopholes in coverage
and totally· inadequate enforcement.
But they all represent progress for
their mere adoption is an official recognition by the community that housing
discrimination does in fact exist, that
it is undesirable, and that laws are
needed to eliminate it.
As the Milwaukee Journal noted in an
editorial following approval of that city's
limited open housing law:
Local enforcement of the open housing
right within the narrow coverage limits of
the state law . • . has finally become the
omcial polley of the city of Milwaukee. It is
no great thing, but at least the councll did
move. It is a beginning.

And, Members of the Senate, It is time
Congress made its beginning. This is a
case where it is manifestly clear that,
rather than leading in the fight for open
housing throughout this land, the Federal Congress in fact is one of the slowest institutions to respond to what is
known concerning the need for this kind
of activity.
There is no longer any economic, political moral or other justification for
seg;egated 'housing. On this one issue
alone, liberals and conservatives alike
can be condenmed, and we all know that
justice, morality and the national interest demand that the Congress act.
As the chief author of the Federal fair
housing bill, I have found nothing more
frustrating than trying to make real
progress on this issue-which for the
first time involves northerners as well as
southerners--and call upon this Nation
to declare the principle that we are going
to live together and not separately.
The charge is made against those of us
who have participated in the past civil
rights debates in this body that we find it
very easy to point the finger at the
South, but that we find it difficult to
point our finger at the North where
racial patterns exist.
I accept the challenge. I think all
representatives of the Northern, Western, and Southwestern States of this
Union ought to realize that one of the
reasons why we resent that charge is
that there is some truth to it.
This issue raises the question whether
those of us who have northern
and western constituencies favor civil
rights measures which are manifestly
needed when they affect, not just Georgia
or Alabama, but Minnesota, Montana,
and every State in the Union. Each of
us will have to leave this Chamber with a
red face if we insist that civil rights measures are only for the South, and not for
matters which we know exist just as
fully throughout the northern and western communities of this Nation.
The next point is that there is a pentup demand for more housing among
ghetto residents. For example, an HHFA
study in 1963, based on 1950 and 1960
censuses found that in the 21 areas
analyzed, the total number of nonwhi~es
earning more than $4,000 a year mcreased nearly 15 times from 1949 to
1959-from 59,000 to 940,000 persons.
In the Commission on Civil Rights Report for 1967, on page 60, these remarks
are found:
Asked at an open meeting what she would
do if she had a better income, Mrs. Charlotte
Gordon, a resident cf a Gary slum, replied:
"The first thing I would do myself is to move
out of the neighborhood."
Another resident of the same area. Mrs.
Friels, In reply to the Identical question, said
she would like to move to "someplace where
we could have a lawn, you know, and just
breathe free air for a change."
To many slum residents, just as to other
Americans, moving to a better neighborhood
may mean more than obtaining better housIng. For one thing, it may give their children
the opportunity to grow up in a healthier
atmosphere. Mrs. Gordon explained why she
wanted to move:
"1 leel this is a slum, and il your children
grow up in this kind 01 thing, never seeing ,
anything else, What are they to know about
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it? You tell them about it, but hoW can you
tell them about it?"

The opportunity to move outside the
ghetto also may mean the opportunity to
send children to better schools. And it may
bring one closer to job opportunities; the
fiight of jobs from central cities would not
present a barrier to employment opportunity for Negroes it they were able to live In
the areas where the jObs were being relocated.
Negroes who live In slum ghettos, however,
have been unable to move to suburban communities and other exclusively white al'eas.
In part, this inability stems from a refusal
by suburbs and other communities to accept
low-income housing. Even Negroes wbo can
afford the housing available in tbese areas,
however, have been excluded by the racially
discriminatory practices not only of property
owners themselves. but also of real estate
brokers builders and the home finance industry. 'An important factor contributing to
exclusion of Negroes from such areas, moreover, has been the policies and practices of
agencies of government at all levels.
Owners and Realtors. Walter Sowell, a Negro who was Superintendent Engineer With
the Cleveland Metropolitan Housing Autlwrity. testified at the Cleveland hearing that
he had "loolmd over the entire Cuyahoga.
County" for a home and a neighborhood
within his means. He was told on the phone
that he could not buy a house because he
was Negro, "but never face to face ... there
were a lot of excuses given.... [TJhe second
call or third call, usually the house was sold
or something happened and it was transferred to another real estate company."

We had several witnesses before our
subcommittee who were Negro, who testified that they had the financial ability
to buy decent housing in all-white neighborhoods, but despite repeated goodfaith attempts, were unable to do so. The
pattern of frustration, the pattern of
misleading statements, the lies and deceits were found in each of their experiences. Never, or rarely, was race given
as a reason, but always it was absolutely
obvious that no other good reason could
be given.
I cite to the Senate an example which
shows this problem in its most extreme
and outrageous and indefensible terms,
for in this record is the testimony of a
Negro naval officer, a lieutenant in the
U.S. Navy. At page 193, this testimony
of Lt. Carlos Campbell is recited. I was
chairing the subcommittee at the time
he testified. He is a young, handsome,
intelligent, magnificent example of the
finest that American youth is contributing to the defense of our Nation. He has
served this country for 8 years. He
has gone wherever this Nation has asked
him to go. He has pledged himself to risk
even his life for the defense of this Nation. What have we done in exchange?
In March of 1966 he was ordered to
report for duty with the Defense Intelligence Agency at Arlington, Va. The
story he told as he tried time and time
again to find decent housL'lg, which he
was able to pay for, within reasonable
distance of the post to which he was assigned by the U.S. Government, is a story
of shame, of unconscionable racist abuse
that should be a burden on the conscience of every decent American. Lieutenant Campbell went to over 39 separate homes, many of which had been
listed with the Department of Defense
Housing Office as available on a nonsegregated basis. Time and time again he
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was met with excuses, lies, and deceit,
and it was only through the intercession of a friend that he was finally able
to find decent housing for his family.
I think this experience by any American is an outrage, but the fact that it
happened to someone whom we thought
was good enough to defend our country, who had accepted the challenge to
help defend this Nation, and yet one
whom we apparently would not permit
to live amongst us only because of his
color, is shamefuL
We had another example, that of
Gerard A. Ferere, professor of French
and Spanish, st. Joseph's College, Philadelphia, Pa. It was my privilege once
again to be present when he testified.
He was not merely bright, Mr. President;
he was brilliant. He has had a remarkable and distinguished career in the academic field. He earns an income, as I
recall, in excess of $11,000 a year; to be
exact, $11,056. That would place him in
the upper half of Americans in terms of
income. He spent more than half a year
trying to find housing in a nonsegregated community.
We could state figures, which are also
available in this record, showing the
growing number of Negroes economically
capable of buying decent housing outside the ghetto, but the percentage who
succeed is so infinitesimally small as to
decisively pin down the point that there
is a substantial market of financially
able Negroes prevented from buying
housing of their choice because of deeply
entrenched patterns of discrimination
in the sale and rental of housing in our
country.
How insane can this policy be, when
a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy, an attractive, decent, impressive young man, has
to go to 39 different places-not because
he wanted to live there, but because the
Nation required him to serve at that
base-only to find that while he was good
enough to protect this Nation, he was not
good enough to live with us?
How absurd can this policy be, when
a distinguished professor in one of our
great colleges in this country, financially
able to buy decent housing, spends more
than half a year and cannot find one
single suitable alternative available to
him in a nonsegregated community?
Those who are interested will find in
this record detailed information on the
growing capacity of Negroes to afford decent housing. How many of them today,
how many thousand, how many millions
of Negro Americans, are asking questions
about the decency of our country when
they have a capacity to break free from
the ghetto, but we will not permit them to
do so? What kind of hatred, what kind
of rage must be just below the surface
when they face this hideous alienation,
this total insult which too often faces
them?
Mr. President, this measure, as I have
stated earlier, is a modest one. It would
implement the principles of fair housing
in three stages. First, upon adoption, it
would prohibit discrimination in the sale
or rental of housing now covered under
the Executive order of 1962. In December
of 1968, its coverage would extend to all
nonowner occupied dwellings, and dwellings with five or more units; and in De-
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1969 it would cover all housing,
except for the famous "Mrs. Murphy"
exception which is described in the legislation.
I repeatedly asked the witnesses on
what point of the scale of impartance
they would place the need for the adoption of fair housing legislation. Without
exception, these top leaders, who know
better than any of us-because they are
in the frontlines of this problem-testified that this was the No.1 issue in our
country today, if we are going to deal
with the question of fairness in our
country.
Mr. President, this testimony came not
alone from the traditional leaders of the
civil rights movement, but it came from
SUbstantial, widely respected leaders of
the business community of both political
parties, of all walks of life-a distinguished panel of clergy; a distinguished
panel of deans of law schools; a highly
impressive panel of established, experienced realtors-who testified perhaps
with more urgency than any of the rest
of us what the need for fair housing
will be.
Mr. President, I referred to the impressive testimony of business leaders
and leaders from other walks of life on
behalf of this legislation.
It impressed me, for example, that Mr.
James W. Cook, president of the Leadership Council for Metropolitan Open
Communities, Chicago, Ill., came to
Washington and testified in a brilliant
and experienced fashion because he had
dealt with this problem for many years.
He urgently pleaded with Congress to do
its duty in this field.
He was not merely a professional civil
rights leader, as important and indispensable to the health of American life as is
that profession, but he is also the president of the Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
Mr. Cook came to Washington representing a committee which included
many of the top business leaders of the
Chicago community. And in testimony as
urgent and as compelling as anything
that we have heard, this established
leader of American business pleaded with
us to do our duty.
Other witnesses, similarly situated,
testified. These witnesses represented significant portions of American business
leadership.
The testimony of Mr. Andrew Heiskell
appears on page 423 of the transcript of
hearings. Mr. Heiskell, in addition to being a key member and chairman of the
board of directors of Urban America, is
a top official of Time-Life Corp. He came
to Washington at his own expense. He
came here to say that the time had come
for this country to be tme to its ideals
and to enact the measure which has now
been presented to the Senate.
He said this:
If I may, I would like first to speak personally as a citizen. As SUCh, it is my conviction that true democracy in this country
requires, in addition to many other conditions, that every citizen have an equal opportunity to buy or rent· housing without
regard to racial or reUgious origin. However,
far more is at stake today than personal
theory or ideology.
It is no exaggeration to say that we are
now at the point where the social, economic,

and physical -future of our metropolitan
comple:il:es is dependent on the eUmination
of .racia1segregat1on~
As this coDlllUtteewell knows, many, if not
most of our metropolitan arell.'l, are well on
their way to becoming central cores inhabited by Negroes, surrounded by suburbs
that are almost exclusively white. The core
ghettos have become the centers of economic,
social, educational, and health probiems. The
White ring is more and more disavowing any
concern for the cities without which these
very suburbs would be meaningiess.
This summer we have seen the tragic results of this polarization. It is regretted but
it must be admitted that Government poUcy
and private enterprise have Jointly contributed to this result. Heavy migration to the
cities, combined with lack of construction
during the depression and World War II
bunt up an enormous pressure in terms. of
housing needs. The most obVious immediate
answer was to construct mlllions of units
on an open suburban land.
With the help of the Federal Housing Administration and the Veterans' Administration, the home-bunding industry was able
to bring about a seemingly quantitative answer to these needs.
In an expanding economy, new housing
was bunt for those who could pay the full
price but thereby relegating the Negro to the
central city, because of his generally low income. Furthermore, FHA's conservative mortgage appraising policies, by stressing stabllity
within a social and racial context, reinforced
the division between the black core and White
suburbia.

I am pleased to say that FHA has long
since changed its policy in this regard
under the leadership of Secretary Weaver
and Under Secretary Wood and is prodding FHA administrators more effectively than ever before to bring responsible
credit back into the ghettos.
A sordid story of which all Americans
should be ashamed developed by this
country in the immediate post World
War II era, during which the FHA, the
VA, and other Federal agencies encouraged, assisted, and made easy the flight
of white people from the central cities
of white America, leaving behind only
the Negroes and others unable to take
advantage of these liberalized extensions
of credits and credit guarantees.
Traditionally the American Government has been more than neutral on this
issue. The record of the U.S. Government
in that period is one, at best, of covert
collaborator in policies which established
the present outrageous and heartbreaking racial living patterns which lie at the
core of the tragedy of the American city
and the alienation of good people from
good people because of the utter irrellevancy of color.
I commend this hearing record to my
colleagues because it brings up to date
the total available information bearing
upon this issue. It .shows the breadth
of support which Americans from every
sector bring to bear in urging the adoption of this proposal.
)
It underscores the urgency that our
country take this long overdue step to a
rendezvous with its conscience. It asks
through one spokesman after another
that this country once and for all declare that we intend to live together and
not apart, that we intend to be a truly
United States, that there is no place in
this Nation any longer for the morally indefensible practice by which housing is
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leased or sold on the basis of racial principle.
I hope that the Senate will agree to
this amendment.
I know of no single action we could
take that would contribute more to understanding, to compassion, to the commitment of tillS country, than the simple
matter of Congress declaring that we
have had the last of segregation in the
sale and rental of living quarters in our
country.
Some say that this is not a popular
measure. I do not believe it. I have always spoken up for fair housing, and I
have done so in circumstances and under
conditions in which the public knew
where I stood, in which those who have
opposed fair housing have had due notice
and plenty of political remedies, and
they have tried.
I believe that fair housing is a difficult
issue only if it is not explained. I believe in the decency of our country and
our people, and I do not believe that if
they are presented with this issue, there
would be any result other than a resounding and unquestioned decision in
favor of decency and fairness.
We have heard the same argument in
opposition to fair employment. We have
heard the same argument in opposition
to the Civil Rights Act of 1964. We have
heard the same argument in opposition
to the Public Accommodations Act.
Time and time and time again, we
have been told these are unconstitutional, only to have the U.S. Supreme
Court unanimously show its constitutionality. And the same will be true if we
adopted fair housing.
Time and time again, we have been
told it is politically impossible for this
Nation to work its conscience and do
what is right on this issue of humanity,
only to find that where it has become a
political issue, the American people almost invariably have decided the issue in
favor of decency and humanity.
In Minnesota we have one of the
strongest, if not the strongest, fair housing laws in the country. I have yet to see
one proponent of that measure be hurt
politically because of his support.
This is an issue of decency. This is an
issue in which men of good will, regardless of political party, will, when they
understand it, rise to support those who
have discharged their responsibility to
their fellow men, to their religious principles, and to the concept that, in final
analysis, every man is a child of God.
That is the issue we have before us today.
I hope we will act with responsibility,
without emotion, and yet with proper
human concern for the enormous ramifications of the principle involved.
How do you tell someone who believes
in this country, who happens to be black,
who speaks up for moderation in our
Nation, that a Congress can refuse to
adopt such a measure and yet claim to
be committed to the principle of living
together? I say that the charge in that
case would be unanswerable. Now is the
time to do our duty.
Mr. President, I call up mY amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment olTered by the Senator from
Minnesota will be stated.

The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to read the amendment.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr; President, I ask
unanimous consent that further reading
of the amendment be dispensed with. It
has already been printed in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection it is so ordered.
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, the introduction of this amendment brings before the Senate what must be considered,
of all issues alTecting civil lights, one of
the most urgent matters of our day. In
considering the proposed legislation, we
will be entering an area too long neglected by the Senate, an area whose
neglect by public authority has contributed more than most people realize to
the strife and tension which so sorely
try American society in our time.
Fair housing is not a political issue,
except as we make it one by the nature
of our debate. It is purely and simply a
matter of equal justice for all Americans.
If we but look beyond the petty fears
and hostilities which have too often
marred our national life, we would have
no difficulty in seeing that legislation of
this kind is clearly required by the ideals
and principles on which this Nation has
been built. Who among you would say
that the cherished dream of a decent
home for every American should be
abandoned to the ignoble dictates of
prejudice and avarice? Yet, in elTect, this
is the practical result of the outdated
customs which have persisted in many
communities in this country.
Every argument of principle and pragmatism tells us that the time has come
to take action to liberate all Americans
from these unhappy practices. The issue
is often posed in terms of a contest between human rights and property rights.
Even in those terms, I cannot believe
that a majority of this body, nor a majority of all Amelicans, would cast their
vote for things instead of people. In the
hierarchy of American values there can
be no higher standard than equal justice
for each individual. By that standard,
who could question the right of every
American to compete on equal terms for
adequate housing for his family? But we
know that in 1968 the competition remains less than equal.
Congress and the American people
have come far in recent years toward
recognizing the awful reality which we
have tried to hide from ourselves. We can
now see that discrimination is a powerful and ugly force eroding our elTorts
to achieve the fundamental goals of the
Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution. We can recognize the
manifold and insidious ways in which
discrimination works its terrible effects
on many of our fellow citizens.
But to recognize an evil is not to eradicate it, and we have been content too
long with exhortation rather than action
in this field. Millions of Americans have
been denied fair access to decent housing because of their race or color. If we
percEive this reality, on what possible
grounds can we delay the evident
remedy?
In this confused and painful period
of our national history, we may take
some hope from our postwar progress in
other questions of civil rights. There have
been earnest attempts to alleviate the in-
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justices which kept many Americans
from the voting booth. There have been
respectable achievements in opening
public accommodations to all of our
citizens.
But in the critical areas of housing,
education, and employment, change has
been intolerably slow. It is in these realms
that one finds the basic explanation for
the malaise which disturbs America. It
is in these realms that one finds discrimination still in the saddle and justice
trampled underfoot. It is in these realms
that our country must achieve its professed ambitions of equal justice under
the law, or fail in the most noble aspects
of the American experience.
It is in these reallns that the Senate
must provide the leadership to which the
vast majority of concerned and wellintentioned Americans can rally. Without such leadership, without the voice
of the Senate proclaiming the true and
better spirit of the American citizenry,
we must reckon with the danger that
baser instincts will continue to prevail
in too many sections of our country.
I have stressed that our ideals call us
to act on this subject. I cannot fail to
add, however, that other less lofty considerations also compel attention to these
issues. It is my sober judgment that the
issue of fair housing has become nothing
less than the first priority in any approach to dealing with the urban crisis
in which we are embroiled.
This in no way implies that fair housing is a panacea or anything approaching it. It is to argue that, to the extent
we make progress in this area, we may be
able to moderate our difficulties in the
other critical areas to which I have referred, education and employment.
Fair housing does not promise to end
the ghetto; it promises only to demonstrate that the ghetto is not an immutable institution in America. It will scarcely
lead to a mass dispersal of the ghetto
population to the suburbs; but it will
make it possible for those who have the
resources to escape the stranglehold now
suffocating the inner cities of America.
It will make possible renewed hope for
ghetto residents who have begun to believe that escape from their demeaning
circumstance is impossible.
Most important, in my judgment, this
legislation on so vital a matter will olTer
desperately needed evidence that the
American political process remains the
most viable and responsive institution
yet conceived by man. When the relevance and potency of our institutions
come into question, as they have in many
quarters, there is no other way to restore
public confidence than by demonstrating
the capacity. and VI'illingness of political
leaders to act. What stands between us
and action are myths and ghosts, the
ancient hobgoblins that opponents of
fair housing always invoke.
Most of these myths are unworthy of
comment, but we do best to confront
even unworthy demons in the light of
day. There are those who raise the specter of economic loss if fair housing laws
open white communities to Negro families. In one study of 20 neighborhoods in
San Francisco, Oakland, and Philadelphia, covering a period of 12 YE'srs, property values either remained stable or
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increased in 85 percent of the relevant spirit. The job that faces us is one that
cases. If there is any truth to this myth must be done.
Mr. President, Negroes in big cities
at all, it is rooted in the unequal access
which Negroes have had to housing; this USually pay rent just as high as most
inequality has made possible the worst whites, but receive much less for their
forms of price gouging on the one hand money. Moreover, since they have lower
and blockbusting on the other. Where income, paying equal rents works a
the entire housing stock is open to all greater hardship on them. These concluAmericans, it is wholly reasonable to ex- sions can be demonstrated by data from
pect a neutral impact on housing prices. the 1960 census for Chicago.
There both whites and nonwhites paid
There are also some few who raise the
claim that the Government is already median rents of $88, and proportions
moving rapidly enough in this field. True paying rents below that median were al€-nough, between 1950 and today the most identical. However, units rented by
Federal Government has completely re- nonwhites were typically smaller and in
versed its racial policy, moving from of- worse condition; 30.7 Percent of all nonficially sanctioned housing discrimina- white units were in deteriorated or dilaption to a Presidential order in 1962 nomi- idated areas as against 11.6 perc2nt for
nally eliminating discrimination in fed- whites. They contained more people.
The median household size was 3.53
erally assisted housing. Yet the effect of
these moves has been minimal. In 1962 for nonwhites against 2.88 for whites.
Authoritative figures prove conclunearly 80 percent of federally subsidized
housing remained occupied by one race. sively that Negroes paid significant extra
And today the Executive order covers housing costs in 1960 as a result of racial
only a fraction of the total housing discrimination against them by whites.
The major mechanism through which
stock. Secretary Weaver estimates that
only 40 percent of the stock has been this took was housing. Prior to 1943, disubjected to Federal nondiscrimination rect exclusion of Negroes from white reruIes. We are all familiar with the sidential areas was legally enforceable
dreary cycle of the middle-class exodus by means of restrictive covenants incorto the suburbs and the rapid deteriora- porated in property deeds. After the Sution of the central city. I firmly believe preme Court declared this unconstituthat nothing is so essential to breaking tional there was a shift to other means
this cycle than prompt action on fair of discrimination. The two principal
means are a conspiracy by white realtors
housing legislation.
As the exodus has progressed, more to refuse to sell or rent to Negroes in
and more jobs and businesses have fol- all-white areas, and withdrawal of whites
lowed the middle class to the suburbs. in areas where Negroes begin to live in
The tax base on which adequate public sizable numbers.
Many States have now outlawed racial
services, and especially adequate public
education, subsists has fled the city, leav- discrimination by realtors in the sale or
ing poverty and despair as the general rental of housing, though such laws do
condition of the ghetto dwellers. We can- not always cover all forms of housing.
not immediately recreate adequate serv- These laws have, as yet, had no measuraices in the central city, but we must ble effect in breaking down patterns of
move toward that goal. At the same time racial segregation.
A recent exhaustive stUdy of such segwe can and should make it possible for
those who can to move to where the bet- regation reveals its presence to a very
ter schools and services, the decent high degree in every single large city in
homes and jobs are most plentiful, That America. Minor variations exist between
North and South, suburbs and central
is the simple purpose of this bill.
Fair housing legislation has been la- cities, and cities with large and small
populations. But in every case Nebeled "forced" housing. I believe that the Negroare
highly segregated, more so than
true "forced" housing is exactly that groes
Ricans, orientals, Mexican
situation in which the ghetto dwellers Puerto
Americans, or any specific nationality
find themselves-trapped in the slums group.
In fact, Negroes are by far the
because they can go nowhere else. The most residentially
segregated group in
States are concerned that the Federal recent American history.
Government is attempting a further
The authors of one study. devised an
usurpation of their power. But if the index
to measure overall segregation.
States are not inclined to follow the doc- The values
indicate the percentage of
trine of the 14th amendment surely the nonwhites who
have to shift from
Federal Government has the duty to in- the block wherewould
they live to some other
sure that they can no longer ignore it.
block in order to provde a perfectly proMr. President, finally, some are wor- portional, unsegregated distribution of
ried that this legislation will both in- population by block in that city. The
vade their privacy and tamper with their mean segregation index for 207 of the
right to sell their homes to whom they largest U.S. cities was 86.2 in 1960. Index
please. On the contrary, this bill is aimed values were somewhat high in the South,
not at privacy but at commercial trans- a mean of 90.9, than in the Northeast,
actions. It will prevent no one from sell- with a mean of 79.2, the North-Cer.tral,
ing his house to whomever he chooses so with a mean of 87.7, or in the West, with
long as it is personal choice and not dis- a mean of 79.3. But only eight cities have
crimination which affects his action.
values below 70, whereas over 50 have
With the enactment of the Civil Rights values above 91.7.
Act of 1964 there came a gradual but
Two additional findings from that
basic shift in attitude toward discrimina- study are extremely significant.
tion in public accommodations. It is my
First, this nearly universal pattern of
hope and my prayer that the American residential segregation cannot be expeople will respond to the passage of plained as resulting from economic disopen housing legislation in the same crimination against all low-income
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groups. CarefuI analysis of 15 cities indicates that white upper and middle-income households are far more segregated
from Negro upper- and middle-income
households than some white lower-income households.
Thus, racial discrimination appears to
be the key factor underlying housing segregation patterns.
Second, the degree of racial segregation rose significantly in all parts of the
country from 1940 to 1950, but declined
slightly In all parts, except the South,
from 1950 to 1960.
The average segregation index value
for all 207 cities was 85.2 in 1940; 87.3 in
1950, and 86.2 in 1960.
From 1950 to 1960, only 15.6 percent of
all cities in the North and West experienced segregation index increases as
compared to 77.8 percent in the South.
This shift in the North and West was
undoubtedly affected by the outlawing of
racially restrictive covenants in 1948,
plus the end of the general U.S. housing
shortage in the mid-1950's.
Nevertheless, the decline in segregation
even in the North and West was relatively small. From 1950 to 1960, regional
average index scores dropped 4.7 points
in the Northeast, 1.5 percent in the North
Central, and 6.5 points in the West.
These figures indicate that any really
large reduction of residential segregation
through "natural" developments in the
near future is extremely unlikely.
Mr. President, many expect a ruling
from the Supreme Court on the Jones
against Mayer case to take some action
on fair housing. But are we to wait until
the Court acts? If Congress waited in the
area of segregated education, surely Congress should speak forthrightly on this
matter and not wait for the Court to
lead where the elected representatives
should be in the vanguard.
Mr. President, already we can see that
the fair housing principles are being accepted in many States and localities. The
National Committee to End Discrimination in Housing estimates that 60 percent of the American population is already covered by some form of fair housing legislation. These statutes are far
from uniform and are very uneven in
coverage and enforcement. But they reflect, in my opinion, receptivity to action
in this field which should end congressional timidity once and for all.
Mr. President, I now refer to a statement concerning the Fair Housing Act
of 1967, in the hearings before the Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs
of the Committee on Banking and Currency, U.S. Senate, 90th Congress, first
session, under the paragraph heading
"The Ghetto and the Master Builder."
The words are these:
We make two general assertions:. (1) that
American cities and SUburbs suffe~from galloping segregation, a malady so Widespread
and so deeply imbedded in the national
psyche that many Americans, Negroes as well
as whites, have come to regard It as a natural
condition; and (2) that the prime carrier of
galloping segregation has been the Federal
Government. First it bullt the ghettos; then
it locked the gates; .now it appears to be
fumbling for the key.
Nearly everything the Government touches
turns to segregation, and the. Government
touches nearly everything. The .billions of
dollars it spends on houslrig, highways, hos-
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pitals and other community facilities are
dollars that buy ghettos; Ditto for the billions the Government has given to American
cities and suburbs in the name of community planning-money which made it simple
for planners to draw their two-color maps
and to plot the precise locations of Watts,
Hough, Hunter's Point and ten-thousand
other ghettos across the land.

*

*

*

*

At present thl:! Federal example Is murky;
It has an Allce-in-Wonderland quality that
defies easy summation. On the one hand, the
Government is officially committed to fighting segregation on all relevant fronts; on the
other, it seems temperamentally committed
to doing business as usual-which, given our
cunent social climate, means more segregation. It hires many intergroup relations speciallsts-HUD has forty-seven-but deprives
them of the power and prestige to achieve
meaningful Integration. Similarly, it cranks
out hundreds of Inter-office memoranda on
how best to promote open occupancy, but It
fails to develop follow-up procedures tough
enough to persuade bureaucrats to take these
missives seriously. The Federal files are bUlgIng with such memoranda-and our racial
ghettos are expanding almost as quIckly.
The road to segregation is paved with
weak intentions-which is a reasonably accurate descriptIon of the Federal establishment today. Its sin Is not bigotry (though
there are still cases of bald discrimination
by Federal ofliclals) but blandness; not a
iack of goodwlll, but a lack of will. The Federal failure to come to grips with segregation
manifests Itself In all kinds of oversights.
For example, a recent FHA pamphlet for
house-buyers includes an Itallcized explanation of Federal antidiscrimination rules and
regulations. Good. It also includes a photograph of a house in a suburban subdivision
Which had won an FHA "Award of Merit"
for community development. Bad-because
the subdivision was all-white, and its builders, according to a state human relations
oflicial, "discouraged Negro familles from
buying." Nobody checked this out before
pUblishing the pamphlet because nobody
cared enough to ask the right questions.
What adds to the murk is officialdom's apparent bellef in its own sincerity. Today's
Federal housing official commonly inveighs
against the evils of ghetto life even as he
pushes buttons that ratify their triumpheven as he ok's pUbllc housing sites in the
heart of Negro slums, releases planning and
urban renewal funds to cities dead-set
against Integration, and approves the financing of suburban subdivisions from which
Negroes will be barred. These and similar acts
are committed daily by oflicials who say they
are unalterably opposed to segregation, and
have the m~mos to prove it.
The words have lost their meaning. Many
housing administrators in Washington have
on their office wall a framed reproduction of
a statement President Johnson made to his
Cabinet on April 25, 1965: "The Federal service must never be either the active or passive
ally of any who flout the Constitution of the
United States. Regional custom, local traditions, personal prejUdices or predilection are
no excuses, no justification, no defense in
this regard," But when you ask one of these
gentlemen why, despite the 1962 fair housing Order, most public housing is still segregated, he Invariably blames it on regional
custom, local traditions, personal prejUdices
of municipal housing officials.
The upshot 9f all this is a Federal attitude
of amiable apartheid, in which there are
no Villains, only "good guys"; a world in
which everyone possesses "the truth".(in the
files, on the walls), but nearly everyone seems
to lack a. sense of consequences. In such a
milleu, the first steps toward a. genuinely
aflirmatlve policy of desegregation In.housing are endlessly delayed, because no one is

prepared to admit they have not already been
taken.
"Tile rule is," said tile Queen to Alice, "jam
tomorrow, and jam yesterday-but never
jam tOday,"

In other words, our Government, unfortunately, has been sanctioning discrimiation in housing throughout this
Nation. The purpose of this bill, as well
stated by my able colleague from Minnesota, is not to force Negroes upon
whites. It is to give black Americans an
opportunity to live in decent housing in
this country.
In the summer of 1966 and the summer
of 1967 our Nation witnessed its greatest
shame. If we are to avoid a recurrence of
this unsightly, unconscionable bitterness
between white and black Americans, it is
encumbent upon our Government to act,
and to act now. The most important action that we can take is to enable black
Americans to live in decent housing; and
this amendment is intended to do exactly
that.
The fears and myths I have spoken
about have been aired time and time
again. Whenever there was a debate on
open occupancy, whenever there was an
attempt by the Federal Government to
move against discrimination and segregation, these same myths, these same
fears, have been argued in debate.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BROOKE. Yes; I yield to the Senator from Minnesota.
Mr. MONDALE. First, I would like to
express my personal appreciation to the
distinguished Senator from Massachusetts for his characteristic courage and
strength of leadership on this issue. The
Senator from Massachusetts terminated
a very important stUdy trip through
Africa and flew several thousand miles
to assist me as cosponsor of this measure and be ready this afternoon with his
proposal. In addition to that, he prepared
the most impressive remarks by which
we have just been benefited.
In each of our comments, we emphasized many of the material aspects of this
problem, whether it is the quality of
housing or the quality of education, the
availability of decent employment, the
environment in terms of water, air, and
transportaiton, law enforcement, playgrounds, and all the other aspects of a
desirable community; but I wonder if
perhaps more important than any of
those is the psychological insult and the
impact of that insult upon the ghetto
dweller.
I asked these questions of Mr. Algernon Black, who testified on behalf of the
American Civil Liberties Union. The
questions and answers appear on page
178 and 179 of the hearings. I think this
is one of the most brilliant expressions
of this aspect of the problem. I said to
Mr. Black:
I partiCUlarly liked the sentence in your
testimony that goes as follows:
"Deeper than the materIal and physical
deprivation is the huml11tation and rejection
and what this does to human beings,".
This past Sunday in the New York Times
supplement there was an article by a Negro
sociologist talking about the impact of conditions of oppression on the mental outlook
of the Negro male. And It points out in effect
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we have gIven traditionally in the United
States the Negro the optIon of risking his
life or losing ilis manhood.
And while that ancient option that was
once true In the South is no longer as much
true as it was, in the North we have this kind
of repression in housing and living conditions
by Which we crowd Negro AmerIca Into the
rotting cores of cur central cities. And it Is
today's grace from a material standpoint, but
its cost in terms of the impact that flows
from the humilitation and the Insult of segregation Is an Incalculable cost tllat perhaps
is even greater.

This was his response. He said:
I am also former chairman of the New York
State Committee Against Discrimination in
Housing, the first State committee of Its kind
to pioneer with State legislation and from
which was born the National Committee
Against Discrimination, whose representatives and oflicers you wll1 hear this afternoon.
I am chairman of its board of directors.

This is the point he made, which I
thought was powerful and unanswerable.
He said:
The real evil In the ghetto effects is the
rejection and humlliation of human beings.
As former chairman of the Police Complaint
Review Board of New York City, I found that
the most humiliating and injurious thing
that police can do Is not physical but psychologIcal and spiritual, when they humiliate a
man in the presence of his wife or his children. Tilis is the enraging and destructive
thIng to a man's soul-and the Injury it does
to a child's psyche-because the man, who
is supposed to protect the family, to make the
ilome, and is made to feel that he is nothing
by one who represents the authority of
society.
This sense of humiliation goes all through
the ghetto. It Is the primary cause of tile
frustration and rage in the youth which has
acted with such violence In the recent riots.
In the ghetto no matter what they do, what
they become, they don't get anywhere. They
feel they are In a cage. And this Is Why this
bill is of crucial importance now.

I think that is one of the most remarkable and unanswerable arguments I have
heard for the importance and the immediacy of this measure. It is hard to
quantify and make tangible this psychological problem; and yet, when I go
into the ghettos, as I have, and talk to
ghetto residents, they seem to be trying
to express something different from the
physical problem, althol.;gh that is important, and:': believe that Mr. Black expressed the result of the humiliation of
segregation better than I have heard it
expressed by anyone else.
Mr. BROOKE. I certainly concur in
the statement of the distinguished Senator from Minnesota, and I am very
grateful for his generous remarks. I assure him that I am deeply proud to be
associated with him in the sponsorship
of this important amendment.
I wholeheartedly agree with what Mr.
Black said in testimony before the Senator's committee. The psychological impact is a great impact. It is a profound
one. I can testify from personal experience, having lived in the ghetto, what
it does to the inside of a man to live in
such shameful conditions, to be in an
area which has been marked for secondclass citizens, in an area which few are
able to escape.
Oh, I must confess that I was one of
the lucky ones, that I did escape from
the ghetto, that my parents were able
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to educate me and we were able to move during the hearings was the number of his entire life to this subject and is cerout into a better neighborhood. But times and the number of sources which
there are millions of my brothers who stated that that was not the case, that
have not been able to escape, who still this is not only an important aspect of
live in ghettos. who still live in inde- the solution, but an indispensible feature
cent housing, who still lack a quality of any adequate solution.
education, who still are unemployed or
I asked Mr. Wilkins-who, incidenunderemployed. So I know the psycho- tally, is from Minnesota; you will find
logical 1m.pact of which Mr. Black most of the key leadership of any decent
speaks.
organization originated in that State:
This year, I have served on the Presi- Mr. Wilkins, who was born there, Clardent's Advisory Commission on Civil ence Mitchell, who learned everything he
Disorders, with the opportunity to go to knows there; Whitney Young, who would
Detroit, to Newark, to Roxbury, and to not have gained leadership without his
other places around the country, and to experience there; and the same is true.
talk with people who live in the ghettos, of many others-whether that was true.
who every day experience the shame and
Mr. BROOKE. Will the Senator yield,
the ignominy, who find it impossible to and say all those who were not born in
move out of those areas of squalor, and Massachusetts?
who feel so strongly that they are being
Mr. MONDALE. I decline to yield to
denied their rights. I have seen the im- say that.
pact upon them, and I know very well
Mr. Wilkins' answer to that question,
what they mean when they say, "It is which appears at pages 119 and 120 of
not just the fact that I am the last hired the record of the hearings, was as foland the first fired; it is not even the bad lows:
conditions under which I am forced to
I might say as sort of a confession that
live; but it is that I do not feel like a while
I have always believed that housing
man, that I am denied the right to feel, and employment and schools are the insepto act, and to stand as a man, to live arable trio that must be dealt with as far
with human dignity. That is what is as the ghetto living is concerned, I have
most important to me. I want to feel like been a little astonished to discover in rea man. I want to act like a man. I want cent years the tremendous feeling about
housing, and even more so than unemployto live in dignity."
Time after time, I heard this testimony ment. Ordinarily we would say unempioyis No. 1. I personally say schools are
from the lips of those who lived in the ment
No.1, but I think unemployment is only
very areas-the real areas-that have about a nostril behind, you might say, but
plagued our country with violence and I have been astonished to find the number
bloodshed this year.
of persons who consider housing. The reThey told me that when a policeman fusal of housing as a crushing rebuttal of
approaches them, it is not so much that their human-the position as human behe makes an arrest, but that he treats ings as citizens. There is nothing more humiliating to a father and a mother and
them like dogs.
two small children when he is on the thresWhat they are really asking for is re- hold
of a successful career or looking forspect as individuals. They do not want ward to it, and he wants to purchase a
to be denied it merely because their skin home, and somebody tells him you can't do
happens to be black.
it because you are black. This hurts his
This is what Mr. Black was talking Wife, it hurts his children. It is a crushing
about when he appeared before the Sen- thing. He would say, "Well, I would rather
ator's committee. I think the material almost work as a day laborer if I could be
to pick my house, and "I would rather
things are important, and quite rightly, free
not be what I am, a college graduate, and
but they are only secondary to that so
on, if I could choose." So in that sense,
psychological lift that could be given to I guess it is the No.1 consideration. As you
black America if it could only be given said, an important part, I would say althe opportunity to live where it pleased. most that it is almost No. 1 if not No. 1.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I said
Mr. President, this is one of the most
earlier that the statement of Dr. Black distinguished,
experienced, and comwas the best on the subject I had ever mitted Americans
in this field, and he
heard. I have just heard a better one, on
the psychological and spiritual aspects of says, in a reasoned answer, that this
this problem, from the lips of the distin- may very well be the single most important issue that we face and must
guished Senator from Massachusetts.
I think his words should be engraved successfully deal with, if we are to solve
in gold and brought to the attention of this problem.
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, will the
every American. I think if they were, the
response of Congress would be immedi- Senator yield?
Mr. MONDALE. I yield.
ate, swift, and favorable on this issue.
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, I am
One of the questions we faced during
the hearings, as the Senator from Mas- very pleased to hear the distinguished
sachusetts knows, was: How important Senator from Minnesota speak so highly
is fair housing as a part of the total of Mr. Roy Wilkins of the National Asspectrum of needs in the American sociation for the Advancement of Colored People.
ghetto?
Roy Wilkins is truly one of the greatThe Senator from Massachusetts is
well aware, both from his experience on est leaders in the fight for civil rights
the riot commission and from his other the Nation has ever known. He is well
experiences, that there are those who respected and able. And he is a man who
say that this is a sort of nominal, vestig- thinks well and acts with conviction.
I think it is very appropriate that the
ial, relatively meaningless aspect of the
total spectrum of answers to the prob- Senator from Minnesota has cited Mr.
Wilkins' testimony before his commitlems in our ghettos.
One of the thingS that impressed me tee. I know that Jl<Ir. Wilkins has given

tainly an expert on these matters.
Mr. Wilkins states, as the Senator
pointed out, that housing is almost the
number one priority. He gives his reason,
as he always does.
I think that we should take heed of
this.
As I said, I served on the President's
Commission for Civil Disorder. Mr. Wilkins is also a member of that commission. I think that if he were to testifY
before us now, after his service on the
Commission, he would be even stronger
in his convictions concerning the importance of housing. We have seen what
has happened in the ghettos as the
whites have moved out of the inner city
into suburbia. We not only find decay
and deterioration in the central city,
but we find also that business has moved
out of the ghettos into suburbia with
the white population.
On the floor of the Senate in the last
session of Congress, we debated the question of whether Federal funds should
be spent for the location of certain industries out in suburbia where Negroes
are unable to live and be near their
jobs.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BROOKE. I yield.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, the
Senator will recall that when we had the
matter of the Weston, Ill., 200-Bev. appropriation before us last year, the testimony was that if a Negro obtained a job
in that Federal facility-the largest perhaps that we have ever created to this
time-he would have to commute on an
average of 74 miles a day because he
would have to come from the ghettos of
Chicago.
"
Mr. BROOKE. The Senator is correct.
That is one of the examples that we gave.
I think it is a very flagrant and startling
one. I am sure that we could give other
examples that would certainly point to
the need-the very great need-to open
up housing. Obviously any Negro that has
to travel 74 miles a day cannot hold the
job. He would not only be denied housing,
but he would also be denied employment
by reason of that fact.
Where are the schools the worst? They
are worst in the central cities where the
Negroes are living today, and from which
they cannot escape. So, we have education and employment affected by housing.
I would certainly place housing as the
top priority. I think it is very important,
because if Negroes are able to live where
they want, then they will be able to get
these jobs.
Again, in the last session of the Congress, we had legislation proposed for
government incentives to be offered for
the location of industry in areas where
Negroes \"ere living. If Negroes could live
anYWhere, we would not have 1;0 relocate
industry all over the country. i
We are trying to keep Negroes living in
segregated ghettos in the Nation, and
what we need to do is to destroy these
ghettos.
" That will not happen overnight. It will
take time. However, I think, as the able
Senator from Minnesota well set forth in
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his opening statement, there will not be
this great rush to the suburbs. There
never has been. As people are educated
and have the opportunity and the wherewithal to move, they ought to be able to
move. That is all that the amendment
would provide.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. Presidt'3St, I am
glad that the 8el:lator from Massachusetts pointed that out.
I included before an observation to the
effect that all of the horror stories of the
real estate lobby have proven to be untrue. They have not proven to be true
in those states which adopted reasonable and meaningful fair housing laws.
I speak from personal understanding
because my State has one of the strongest fair housing statutes in the country.
We have had it for some years. We
strengthened it again in 1967.
One of the witnesses before our committee was Kennon Rothchild, one of the
remarkable citizens from my State, president of the mortgage bankers of the
State at the time he testified, and a former chairman of the State commission
against discrimination, and a common
realtor in his own right. Mr. Rothchild
pointed out what had happened in Minnesota when we passed the law.
If we were to believe the real estate
lobby, disasters and holocausts were
shortly to be the standard diet for Minnesota, and we would have anarchy. In
fact, all of these horror predictions
proved to be totally false. The effect has
been that slowly and responsibly, without any fanfare, several hundred families
have been permitted to move into those
homes that they could afford.
There has been not a single instance
of violence, virtually no instances of deep
and serious community problems. It has
worked out beautifully. And while it has
not worked perfectly, it has been a definite, encouraging, exciting, and inspiring
experience.
It is hard to find a person in Minnesota who is opposed to fair housing. During the days when the real estate lobby
was predicting what would happen, I
would say that most Minnesotans were
opposed to and fearful of what would
happen.
I am reminded of an experience I had
as a student when we were making a
survey of a community in a wealthy part
of South Minneapolis. One of the persons
who lived there was a man who later became famous. He is a man by the name
of Carl Rowan, a good friend of mine.
A questionnaire had been prepared by
the department of sociology. The first
question was, "Did you know that a Negro lived in the community?"
The first housewife whom I asked the
question said, "No. Is that true?"
The second question was, "Has it affected the real estate values?"
She said, "It certainly has."
And I think this shows the groundless
fear and suspicion that we have.
This was the case of a Negro family
that lived in a house because it could afford to do so and was permitted to do so
because some realtor-thank GOd-was
not a segregationist. That family lived
there with no difficulty whatever. Indeed,
most of the people in the community did
not know it. And the only time any of
the citizens became concerned was when

they learned about it long after the fact.
The fears simply were not realized. It is
not a problem. It is something that we
think is a problem because we are ignorant. We live in separate, segregated
communities, and we have to go on what
is not truth but caricatures, not friendship, but the fears of a people alienated
from each other.
I am distressed that there are still so
many in American society who still harbor these fears which are so groundless.
Mr. BROOKE. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. MONDALE. I yield.
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. Presidant, I am very
proud that I come from a State that also
has fair housing legislation. I certainly
agree with my colleague, the Senator
from Minnesota, that the fears that were
voiced when this legislation was proposed were groundless.
People are now living in integrated
cities and towns in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts.
Giving a personal reference again, I
now live in an integrated district in
Massachusetts, in Newton Centre. Many
other Negroes live there as well. People
of the Jewish faith, protestants, Catholics, all live together, without incident,
and they do well. In Washington, I live
in Tiber Island, which is integrated,
again without incident.
It is difficult for me to comprehend
how fears, as my colleague from Minnesota has stated, still persist so widely,
when actually there has been more integration in housing in the South than
in the North. When one goes down South,
he will find Negroes and whites living
side by side to a greater extent, I believe,
than he will find in the urban centers
of the North. This has gone on for generations and generations, and whites have
not moved out ne::essarily because there
was a Negro liVing beside them. I believe
that is just a myth. It is one of those
myths that was dragged out to scare people about the problems they will encounter if there is integrated housing.
For a moment, let us explore the reverse of such legislation. Suppose all the
Negroes lived in all the cities of the Nation and all the whites lived in all the
suburbs. That is the trend as it is presently going, because there has been
great migration to the great urban centers of the North, particularly. But even
in the South more Negroes have left
the farms and have gone into the central cities of the South, and the whites
have escaped and gone to suburbs in
the South, as well as in the North. They
are finding that the cities are breaking
down behind them: great leadership,
competition in schools, the tax baseall go down, as property devaluates in
the urban ghettos. The problems of the
central cities magnify to the point of
explosion, as they did in 1966 and 1967.
Do we want a nation in which all the
blacks live in the city and all the whites
live in the country? I do not believe we
do. I do not believe it would be helpful
for this Nation. I do not believe this
Nation will exist with an urban black
population and a suburban white population.
I believe that all we are saying in this
amendment is that we are giving the opportunity for people to live where they
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want to live and where they can live. I
believe it has well been pointed out that
nothing is being forced upon anyone. A
person can sell his property to anyone he
chooses, as long as it is by personal choice
and not because of motivations of discrimination.
This is sound legislation. It is good
legislation. What is more important, it is
needed legislation. It is almost what I
would like to call essential legislation. In
fact, I will call it essential legislation.
I do not want to say what our Commission on Civil Disorders will report. We
hope to report on or before March 1 of
this year. We have been studying this
very problem-among other problems, to
be sure. The problem of housing certainly
has been one of the great priorities in
that Commission in finding the causes for
the explosions of 1966 and 1967, so that
we can prevent them in the future.
So I am indeed very grateful to my
colleague, the Senator from Minnesota,
for his able presentation of the amendment and for the opportunity to work
with him in the proposal of this essential
legislation.
Mr. MONDALE. I thank the Senator
from Massachusetts for his most useful
and important contribution to this discussion.
I believe his experience on the Commission on Civil Disorders uniquely
qualifies him to spe,ak as an authority
on the relationship between this measure
and the problems with which that Commission deals.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the amendment which has
previously been called up be considered
as having been read for all purposes
under rule XXII.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield further?
Mr. MONDALE. I am glad to yield
further to the Senator from Massachusetta.
Mr. BROOKE. As I have previously
mentioned, Massachusetts has been a
leader in fair housing. As attorney general of my native Commonwealth, this
legislation is of special concern to me.
I recall that my distinguished colleague from Minnesota was also the ,attorney general of his great state. We
served together, as he will recall, in
committees of the attorneys general of
the Nation.
I know that the fair housing principle
has the strong support of my constituuency. I believe that most Americans are
prepared to support the same principle.
Someone once said that most Members of
Congress-and I would say most members of our society-usually want to do
the right thing; they just need a good
excuse to do it. I believe that that truth
was never more relevant than in respect
to fair housing. The Members of Congress must know what is the right thing
to do in this field.
'.
What better excuse for action could
there be than the imperative pressure
to relieve the unbe,arable tensions in the
ghetto, to make it possible for ghetto
residents, by dint of their honest labor,
to earn and acquire a better home for
themselves and their families? What
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higher purposeeould any legislation
serve than to restore the faith of all
A..-nericans in the possibility of realizing
the constitutional promises of equal opportunity for all citizens?
That, Mr. President, is the purpose of
this proposal. In my opinion, the Senate
should not miss this precious opportunity
to vindicate the aspirations of those who
have, for so long, been denied a fair
chance to acquire decent housing.
Mr. MONDALE. I thank the Senator
from Massachusetts.
We have had similar experiences, having served as the chief lawyers of our
respective States. Both of us have been
active on this issue on the State level as
well. I was pleased to be one of those
who helped frame our fair housing law
and to be active in that movement from
the beginning, and to have been the law
enforcement officer first vested with the
responsibility of the enforcement of that
measure. The belief I have always had In
the elimination of discrimination has
been strengthened by that experience.
Not only am I more persuaded that the
objective is right, but also that it is
achievable in a reasonable and responsible way. The experience of the Senator
from Massachusetts is obviously similar,
and I am grateful to him for having
mentioned that aspect as part of this
discussion.

-----

STRIKE BY SEABOARD COAST
LINE TRAINMEN
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I have
been shocked to learn this afternoon that
without any notice at all the operating
trainmen and other employees of the
Coast Line Railroad have gone on strike.
I do not know anything about the merits
of the controversy. I do know something
about the cruel imposition which has
been caused by having a strike on this
important railroad at this very time when
our perishable commodities, both citrus
and vegetable, are moving at their greatest volume.
I am not surprised to have received
within the last few minutes wires which
I shall place in the RECORD. The first telegram I have is from James S. Wood,
chairman, Tampa Port Authority, which
reads as follows:
TAMPA PORT AUTHORITY,
Tampa, 1 lao

Hon. SPESSARD L. HOLLAND,
The Capitol,
Washington, D.C.:

Urge immediate action to settle strike of
Seaboard Coast Line trainmen. Work stoppage affecting economy of Tampa area in
peak Shipping season. If prolonged will resnit in prohibitive demurrage because of
ships waiting to loan in port.
JAMES S. WOOD,
Ohairman.

volume

perishables

moving from South

Florida. area atth1s time.
DADE COUNTY GaoWERS EXCHANGE, INC.
C. & C. PACKING CO.

C. C. CARPENTER FARMS.

Mr. President, a third telegram is from
the Superior Fertilizer & Chemical Co. In

Tampa, Fla., in which they state they
have enough materials for only 2 days,
at the peak of their fertilizer output season. This is the season for the fertilization of citrus groves. That telegram reads
as follows:
SUPERIOR FERTILIZER & OHEMICAL CO.,
Tampa, Fla., February 6, 1968.

Senator SPESSARD L. HOLLAND,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.:

I was shocked to learn of the rail strike
this morning. We are in the middle of our
busy season and have less than two days
supply of various materials in storage. We
cannot truck su1licient materials to handle
our business although we can gain partial
rellef. Our entire business Is 75 percent dependent on prompt rail service at this time
of year. We are not a large company and
therefore cannot alford to absorb the substantial losses that can result if this strike is
allowed to continue.
I hope you do not view this telegram as
just another businessman bringing his point
of view to your attention. I cannot think of
anything that will Injure our business more
than a rail strike. Isn't there some way that
service can be restored While issues are being negotiated?
We had no warning of thls strike, therefore have not been able to build up any inventory. I urge you to give this matter your
Immediate attention.
JAMES S. WOOD,
President.

Mr. President, a fourth telegram is
from J. H. Williams, Jr., president of the
Greater Tampa Chamber of Commerce
stressing the untold economic damage
this strike will have on industry-small
businesses that will shortly be out of
business as they maintain small inventories and will be unable to meet delivery
commitments. This telegram reads as
follows:
GREATER TAMPA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Tampa, Fla., February 6, 1968.
Hon. SPESSARD L. HOLLAND,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.:

Even In early hours of strike of trained
crewmen, the telephone is ringing-industry
urgently call1ng for help. Companies with
low inventory unable to meet delivery commitments and wlll shortly be out of business for the duration of strike. others will
soon feel the pinch and results will be layoffs of personnel and untold economic damages. Port will suffer severely. Respectfully
and strongly urge that everything possible be
done to halt strike, thereby avoiding serious
injury to commerce and economic stagnation.
J. H. WILLIAMS, Jr.,
President.

Mr. President, this is the kind of thing
which completely alienates the confidence and respect of great numbers of
our people in the railroad unions.
I have called the White House. I am
told that they are immediately considering the matter. The Florida delegation in
PRINCETON, FLA.,
a letter signed by all of us, is requesting
February 6, 1968.
the immediate action of the President in
Hon. SPESSARD HOLLAND,
the appointment of a fact finding board
U.S. Senate,
and assistance in getting the line run. Washington, D.O.:
Regards Seaboard Coast Line iitrike, re- ning again.
quest all possible speed settlement due to
I am told that the workmen of nine
Mr. President, another telegram is
from Dade County, the county where
Miami is situated, which is very much to
the point. That telegram is signed by the
Dade County Growers Exchange,· Inc.,
Princeton, Fla., and reads as follows:

February'6, ,1968

lines take this position. Iam~ot acquainted with the other lines involved.
I cannot say too forcefuIIythatno actionat this time of the yeal'meansutter
confusion in the handling of perishable
crops worth many millions of donal'S and
is a dirp~t blow at the economy of my
State, aiH'1 could be perhaps ruinous at
this time to hundreds, - and perhaps
thousands of growers.
The Florida delegation RS a whole requests President Johnson to take immediate action to resolve this emergency.
We expect the unions to realize the enormity of their actions, coming as this does
without any warning or opportunity for
industries to be protected, and at the
height of our production season of highly
p;;rishable fruit and vegetable crops.
Mr. President, I shall not say more at
this time but I do want the RECORD to
reflect the tremendous concern of the
entire Florida delegation, both Democrats and Republicans, and the fact that
we expect the Chief Executive to move
with all speed to bring therallroad back
into operation.
We have also received some telephone
calls of the same nature as the telegrams.
I have not had the chance to reduce them
to a written brief.
This is a calamity if it is allowed to
continue. It is a manmade calamity
against the good people of our State who
are in the business of producing these
highly perishable crops.
TRIBUTE TO TV STATION KVOO-TV
IN TULSA, OKLA.
Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. President, in
view of some of the irresponsible activities by certain segments of the news
media-particularly TV-during the
riots which occurred last summer, and
the sit-ins and protest marches which
have taken place recently in various parts
of the country, I would like to take this
opportunity to commend the policy of a
great TV station from my own State of
Oklt'lloma-station KVOO-TV in Tulsa.
Mr. Harold Stuart, president of Central Plains Enterprises, KVOO-TV's operating company, is personally responsible for this policy. Mr. Stuart has
rendered much valuable service to his
community and his· Nation over a long
period of years. He fully appreciates the
responsibility that television has to report the news honestly and objectively,
and at the same time his experience as
an attorney and public servant provides
him with a deep understanding of his
responsibility for law and order.
Mr. Stuart tells me that he has discussed the problem. of news coverage of
riots and civil unrest with many of his
colleagues in the television industry. I
know that his views carry great weight,
because of Mr. Stuart's outstanding service to the Nation as Assistant Secretary
of the Air Force from 1949 to 1951, his
service on the Bj)ard of Visitors of the
Air Force Academy, and his far-reaching activities in the fields of education,
transportation, petroleum and in the
civic affairs of his community.
This policy problem is of growing significance to all television executives. My
respect for Mr. Stuart's judgment in
matters of serious public concern dates
back to his early years as a common

